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(ABSTRACT) 

The use of herbs, spices, and other ingredients in the culinary recipes of 

late-medieval and Tudor England reflects the influence of ancient and medieval medical 

philosophy on the practices of the upper-class cook. Much of the literature treating the 

subject of diet in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century England has concentrated upon the 

role that Church doctrine and seasonality played in determining food habits. Historians 

tend to ignore the very real influence that humoral doctrine and Galen’s theories of 

digestion had in determining what people ate. This work makes use of medical treatises, 

health manuals, culinary manuscripts, and printed cookbooks from the period to prove 

that cooks for the upper levels of English society were concerned about the effects that 

different foods had on health and that they prepared their meals with this information 

in mind.
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INTRODUCTION 

Fortunately for the cooks, who prided themselves upon the number of incongruous elements they 
could combine in one dish without making it uneatable, .. . they catered for men and women who 
were coarse-feeders, whose palates were dulled by sharp sauces, by spiced wines and pepper, mustard 
and ginger and cubebs and cardamom and cinnamon with which the most innocent meats and fruils 
were doctored and disguised until the cook himself could hardly determine from the taste what had 
entered into the composition.! 

When W. E. Mead made this statement, he expressed a prejudiced view toward the 

dietary habits of upper-class medieval people -- one that portrayed them as coarse and 

unrefined eaters. Richard Warner, in his Antiquitates Culinaria (1791), and Samuel 

Pegge, in his edition of the fourteenth-century culinary manuscript, Forme of Cury, 

initiated this approach to the study of medieval cookery and eating habits. Pegge wrote 

that many of the dishes described in the Forme of Cury “are so highly seasoned, are such 

strange and heterogeneous compositions, mere olios and gallimawfryes, that they seem 

removed as far as possible from the intention of contributing to health.”? This study 

shows that the recipes of late medieval and Tudor England were indeed, from the 

perspective of the time, calculated for the benefit of health. Within the framework of 

1 W.E. Mead, The English Medieval Feast (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1931): 60. 

2 Samuel Pegge, ed., The Forme of Cury (London: J. Nichols, 1780): xvi-xvii. 
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late medieval humoral and astrological medicine, the recipes, menus, and dietary habits 

of the English of that day made sense. 

Although the majority of people in England may have understood humoral medical 

philosophy to some degree, only the very wealthy members of society could afford the 

luxury of living according to its dietary regimens. The first chapter of this study places 

the thesis within a social context. It also presents a brief bibliographic summary of 

Tudor English medical literature. The second chapter serves as a summary of the basic 

principles associated with ancient and medieval medical and nutritional theory, medical 

astrology, and dietary regimen. This provides a foundation upon which to explain the 

opinions that members of the fifteenth-, sixteenth-, and seventeenth-century English 

upper-class held about the various foodstuffs that they consumed. This will help explain 

what their cooks did -- which spices and herbs they used -- to produce a healthy dish. 

Much of what the English upper-classes consumed in the medieval and Tudor eras 

consisted of animal flesh, seafood, and associated products such as blood, milk, and 

butter. The third chapter elaborates on what the health manuals said about the effects 

of these foods on the human body and how recipes reflected that medical advice. In 

some cases the health manuals appear to have been ignored. At such junctures, it 

benefits us to probe a bit deeper into the style of reasoning of the time. Approaching 

the phenomena in this way, we soon see that what at first might appear to have been 

anachronisms were actually logical interpretations of the original instructions. 

Most scholars believe that in the upper orders of pre-industrial English society 

vegetable and fruit consumption was negligible at best.2 Neither the culinary 

manuscripts nor the health manuals of the time support this claim. These foodstuffs had 

3 William J. Ashley, The Bread of our Forefathers: An Inquiry in Economic History (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1928); M. St. Claire Byrne, Elizabethan Life in Town and Country (London: Methuen, 1925); J. 
C. Drummond and A. Wilbraham, The Englishman's Food: A History of Five Centuries of English Diet 
(London: Jonathan Cape, 1939); Molly Harrison, The Kitchen in History (New York: Scribners, 1972); 
Reay Tannahill, Food in History (New York: Crown Publishers, 1988). 
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value as ingredients in main dishes. The final chapter discusses the medical attributes 

of the variety of plant products used in English recipes of the medieval and Tudor eras. 

The cooks of that day were very much aware of the reasoning behind, for example, the 

spicing of wines, the components of a forcemeat, or the jellying of fruit. 

It would be naive to conclude that medical philosophy was the sole determining 

factor of dietary habits among the Tudor English. Certainly such influences as climate, 

Church doctrine, and ancient food preferences played a part. But the medical theories 

of the English help to explain what otherwise would seem illogical. Had Mead read the 

dietary manuals of the late Middle Ages more carefully, he might still have considered 

the abundance of ingredients in a medieval recipe excessive by modern standards, but 

he also would have come to understand the wonderful and complex logic involved in 

those recipes -- the crux of medieval dietetics in the mind of the consumer; the art of the 

physician as practiced by the cook. 
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CHAPTER ONE -- THE SOCIAL CONTEXT 

Life was hard as hell for at feast half the population, and death a commonplace. . .! 

For more than half the population of pre-industrial England, life was a constant 

struggle against starvation and epidemic disease. Only on rare occasions was there the 

certainty of a next meal, much less the time to think about what foods to eat and what 

they might do to one’s health. For most, hunger was ever-present, and there was little 

choice but to eat whatever was at hand. Under these conditions, the medical theories 

of educated English society had practically no influence on the lower classes’ eating 

habits. “A hungry belly has no ears,”? and the hunger that the English peasant faced 

nearly every day of every year allowed no room for the development of discretionary 

food habits and nutritional beliefs. Life was too difficult, and too tentative, for these 

people. They could not afford the time to worry about what some ancient Greek doctor 

had said about the plants that grew around them. They could not be concerned with 

1 W. G. Hoskins, The Age of Plunder: King Henry’s England, 1500-1547, Social and Economic History 
of England (London and New York: Longman, 1976): 51 

2 Frangois Rabelais, Works book 3, ch. 15, “La ventre affame n’‘a point d’oreilles;” cited in Burton 
Stevenson, ed., The Home Book of Quotations, Classical and Modern, 10th edition (New York: Dodd, 
Mead & Company, 1967): 154 
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what overcooked mutton might do to their stomachs. They understood life in a much 

more brutal way -- without food death was a certainty. 

  

  

      
  

Figure 1. The Condition of the Poor: The meagre kitchen, by Pieter Brueghel. 

The condition of the more affluent peasants was not significantly better. On most 

days there was little more than a few morsels on the table. They had cheese and bread 

and a few herbs on better days. On rare occasions there was even a scrap of bacon. 

The response William Langland’s character Piers gives to an allegorical ‘Hunger’ 

illustrates well the predicament of the late-medieval peasantry: 

‘I haven't a penny lef,’ said Piers, ‘so [ can’t buy you pullets or geese or pigs. All I've got is 
a couple of fresh cheeses, a little curds and cream, an oat-cake, and two loaves of beans and bran 
which | baked for my children. Upon my soul, I haven’t a cook to fry you steak and onions. But 
I’ve some parsley and shallots and plenty of cabbages, and a cow and a calf, and a mare to cart my 
dung, till the drought is over. And with these few things we must live till Lammas time, when I hope 
to reap a harvest in my fields. Then 1 can spread you a feast, as Id really like to.’ 
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Then all the poor folk came with peascods, and brought beans and baked apples by the lapful, 
and spring onions and chervils and hundreds of ripe cherries, and offered these gifts to Piers, to satisfy 
Hunger. 

Hunger soon gobbled it all up and asked for more. So the poor folk were afraid, and quickly 
brought up supplies of green leaks and peas, and would gladly have poisoned him.? 

At the end of the fifteenth century things were no better for the poor. If anything, 

conditions were worse. During the Tudor period the peasantry faced the possibility of 

mild epidemics that occurred almost annually. Occasionally the epidemics were very 

severe, and coinciding crop failures made matters far more grave. In times of dearth, 

hunger led many to ignore even common-sense notions of food safety (just as Piers and 

his neighbors were willing to risk poisoning themselves so that Hunger might be 

appeased). During the Lenten observance of 1557, a Londoner and his wife were 

imprisoned for breaking the fast. They stood accused of eating a rooster they found 

lying dead on a dung-heap. The defense argued at their trial, however, that “they be very 

poor folks, and did eat it of very necessity and not of any contempt.”4 

While notions of diet and nutrition were not significantly important to the poor, the 

wealthy and educated members of English society were very concerned about the effects 

food had on health. Unlike the poor, whose slavery to hunger allowed them no choice 

but to eat whatever they could find, the wealthy had access to an abundant variety of 

meats, fruits, vegetables, spices, and herbs. The growing level of literacy within this class 

guaranteed a ready market for books addressing a wide variety of subjects, including 

nutrition. During the sixteenth century, with medical practice shifting from the clergy 

to the laity, vernacular treatises on diet and medicine became extremely popular with the 

3° William Langland, Piers the Ploughman tr. Jonathan F. Goodridge (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1959): 
89 

4 Corporation of London Record Office, Repertory 13, fo. 486r; cited in Susan Brigden, London and the 
Reformation (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989): 621-622 
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upper-class English reading public. While many of the works were obviously published 

for financial gain rather than out of a sense of public service, several of them had noble 

intentions. 
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The Literature 

The precepts of medieval medical astrology strongly influenced most 

university-educated physicians in Tudor England. Medical literature of the period 

consisted, for the most part, of commentaries on the works of the Classical and Arabic 

physicians, incomplete compilations of their works, and treatises spuriously attributed 

to those writers. In the early years of the sixteenth century, however, a few English 

physicians began a concerted effort to change the nature of medical study in England. 

Medical education on the continent was, at that time, beginning a determined shift 

away from the old precepts of astrological physic to a new and revived interest in the 

original Greek texts. In England, however, changes did not come quickly. The 

universities at Oxford and Cambridge were noted for the accomplished canon lawyers 

and theologians they produced -- not for their medical schools. Because of this, most 

Englishmen seeking a good medical education were forced to leave England and pursue 

degrees at Padua, Paris, Montpellier, or any of the other great continental medical 

schools. When these men returned to their native England, their clientele usually 

included the members of a noble household. Upon his arrival home after receiving an 

M.D. degree from Padua in 1496, Thomas Linacre (1460?-1524) gained the most 

respectable medical post in all England -- personal physician to King Henry VII.‘ 

After having studied medicine under the Italian physicians who were re-introducing 

into Western medicine the contents of the original Greek texts, Linacre was deeply 

troubled by what he observed to be the general willingness of his English colleagues to 

accept the adulterated medical and astrological philosophies expressed in the medieval 

5 One of the biographies of Linacre is Sir William Osler, Thomas Linacre (Cambridge: The University Press, 
1908). Other biographies include John Noble Johnson, The life of Thomas Linacre: doctor in medicine 
(London: Edward Lumley, 1835), and Charles D. O'Malley, English Medical Humanists: Thomas Linacre 
and John Caius (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1965): 1-25 
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treatises. Almost from the start he focused his efforts on improving the quality of texts 

available to learned English physicians and medical students. He encouraged his second 

royal patron, Henry VIII, to grant him permission to establish a medical licensing board 

for London and its environs -- the Royal College of Physicians. He endeavored to make 

human anatomy lectures and demonstrations regular parts of the English medical 

curriculum. To solve the problems he felt to be inherent in medieval texts, he personally 

translated into Latin from Greek the six most clinically useful of Galen’s works: On 

preserving health (1517), A Method of Healing (1519), On Temperaments (1521), On the 

Natural Faculties (1523), On the taking of Pulses (1523), and On the differences in 

symptoms (1524).§ 

Despite Linacre’s efforts, however, after his death in 1524 very few medical 

practitioners in England were willing to deal with the Greek texts. A half a century later, 

the noted physician John Caius wrote: 

From the beginning of my studies therefore I decided to read in Latin what an author wrote originally 
in Latin, and in Greek what in Greek, so that I might rely on my own judgment of matters rather than 
on that of others, and that I might accomplish everything with a more certain text and a stronger 
grasp of meaning. Now everyone turns to the Latin edition and no one touches the Greek.’ 

Publishers’ reluctance to risk money explains part of this trend away from 

Greek-to-Latin translations. Printers were even less willing to print them in the original 

Greek. The market for such books was not large, and printers had significant trouble 

with the Greek fonts. They were more willing to risk the cost of publishing English 

translations of the medical texts. Prognosticacions Drawen out of the Bookes of Ipocras, 

Avicen and Other Notable Auctours of Physycke (1530) was the first of these to appear 

at London booksellers. The joint reference to Hippocrates and Avicenna suggests, 

however, that this book had more in common with the old medieval manuscripts than 

6 De sanitate tuenda, Methodus medendi, De temperamentis, De naturalibus facultatibus,; De pulsuum usu; 
De symptomatum differentiis 

7 John Caius, Works, ed. E.S. Roberts (Cambridge: The University Press, 1912): 104. 
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with the new classical revival associated with Linacre. English-language medical 

treatises and books were uncommon in England throughout the last three quarters of the 

sixteenth century. One exception was the publication in 1585 of R. B.’s (possibly Robert 

Bostocke’s) The Difference betwene Auncient Phisicke First Taught by the Godly 

Forefathers and the Latter Physicke Proceeding from Idolaters, Ethnickes and Heathen: 

as Galen. 

Most medical publications in sixteenth-century England were of a popular nature. 

They were not directed to the medical establishment, but rather to the untrained 

practitioners of the time, including home practitioners. The frequent incidence of plague 

and other epidemic diseases in sixteenth-century England helped ensure a proliferation 

of books and pamphlets addressed to the potential victims of those illnesses. Most Most 

of these books were published with financial gain in mind. They were, for the most part, 

little more than poor translations of medieval Latin treatises. Publishers took advantage 

of a population that lived in almost constant fear of deadly epidemics. A title such as 

The Myrrour or Glasse of Helthe Needful for Every Person to Loke in That Wil Kepe Their 

Bodye from the Syckenesse of the Pestilence did more than catch the eye. It sparked a 

degree of hope in its reader’s mind. 

The influence of astrological theory and practice was evident in many of the 

vernacular works printed in sixteenth-century England. Astrology was an important 

part of medical theory among untrained practitioners. The occult interested many 

members of the upper class, and publishers did not ignore this fascination. In 1538, the 

printer Robert Wyer published a book entitled A Pronosticacion of Erra Pater, a Jewe 

Borne in Jewry, a Doctoure in Astronomye and Physycke, Profytable to Kepe the Body in 

Helth, and Ptholomeus Sayth the Same. 

8 Astrology is discussed more thoroughly in Chapter Two of this study. 
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In addition to astrological medical treatises and pestilence-prevention manuals, 

book publishers in Tudor England also printed a number of extremely popular titles that 

dealt with everyday health regimens. The first of these were translations of the 

immensely popular Regimen sanitatis salernitanum discussed later in this study. These 

books reiterated what had appeared dozens of times before in the numerous Latin 

manuscript versions. That they were available in the vernacular merely meant that they 

were no longer the sole property of learned men. The popularity of these works helped 

establish a ready market for both high and low quality health manuals. 

Sir Thomas Elyot’s Castel of Helthe, Andrew Boorde’s Dyetary of Helth, and 

Thomas Cogan’s Haven of Healthe were three of the better health manuals of the Tudor 

era. They differed greatly in form and content from earlier medical treatises. The 

principles of astrology did not guide the medical explanations in these books as strongly 

as they had in the past. Instead, these three health manuals reflected the influence of 

Linacre and the return to classical studies. All three were important for the 

contributions they made to the dispersal of humoral medical theory among upper-class 

families. 

Elyot’s Castel of Helthe was the first book in the vernacular to provide a detailed 

explanation of humoral theory and Aristotelian cosmology to the English reading public. 

It included sections devoted to such topics as the elements, humoral complexions, 

qualities, and the humors themselves.? Thomas Elyot was not a graduate of a medical 

school. Rather, he was a government functionary who had a deep interest in a wide 

range of intellectual topics. Because Elyot was not trained as a physician, and because 

he dared to write a medical treatise in the English language, his Castel of Helthe was 

9 For a more thorough treatment of humoral theory, see Chapter Two of this study. 
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summarily condemned by the London medical establishment. Nevertheless, it was a 

best-seller, ultimately passing through at least seventeen editions. 

The purpose of The Castel of Heilthe was, in Elyot’s own words, to see that “euery 

man may knowe the state of his owne body, the preseruation of helthe, and how to 

mstruct well his physition in sicknes, that he be not deceyued.”” The first edition 

appeared sometime between 1536 and 1539, and it was reissued on four other occasions 

before his death in 1546. This was an immensely popular book for the remainder of the 

Tudor period. Of all the books he wrote, The Castel was the most successful." 

In 1542 Andrew Boorde’s Dyetary of Helth enjoyed the same sort of reception that 

Elyot’s book had received a few years before. Unlike Elyot, Boorde possessed a medical 

degree. He had originally been a member of the Carthusian order but in the 1530’s had 

successfully gained release from his monastic vows. After only a year of study at 

Montpellier, he returned to England to serve as personal physician to the third Duke of 

Norfolk. In 1541 he returned to Montpellier to complete his degree in medicine. While 

there he wrote the Dyerary, and, shortly after his return to England in the following year, 

he published it with the London printer Robert Wyer. Similar to The Castel in many 

ways, Boorde’s Dyerary elaborated on the precepts of humoral theory. In one significant 

way, however, Boorde’s approach to medicine was quite different from Elyot’s. Boorde 

still believed in many of the old astrological medical principles, which Elyot had rejected. 

After Boorde’s death in 1549, nearly half a century passed before another English 

physician wrote a vernacular work on the subject of health. At the time Thomas 

Cogan’s Haven of Healthe first appeared in London bookshops in 1584, Elyot’s tract was 

in its fifteenth edition and Boorde’s in its seventh. There were numerous other versions 

10 Thomas Elyot, Castel of Helthe (London, [{1539?]): title page. 

1! Elyot’s most significant contribution to English philosophical writing, The Governour, did not draw the 
large reading audience that Castel did. 
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available of less original, less significant works. Even the verse translations of the 

Salernitan regimen were top sellers in the London book trade. All in all, the reading 

public of sixteenth-century England was intensely interested in medicine, as the 

popularity of these books illustrates. 
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CHAPTER TWO -- PHILOSOPHICAL 

FOUNDATIONS 

He knew the cause of everich maladye, 
Were it of hoot or cold, or moiste, or drye, 
And where engendred, and of what humour; 

He was a verrey parfit practisour.! 

At the close of the fourteenth century, when Chaucer wrote these lines describing 

a doctor of his day, physicians saw their role in English society not only as providers for 

the sick, but also as educators with the ability to explain humanity’s special relationship 

to the creation. In their minds, human life could not be separated from the larger 

cosmos. What understanding they had of their universe, therefore, had everything to 

do with how they comprehended humanity and its needs. 

Their cosmology came directly from that of the ancient Greek philosophers, 

according to whom all natural phenomena, including those of the human body, were 

explained in terms of primary substances. The earliest Greek philosophers, the Monists, 

1 Chaucer, Canterbury Tales Prol: 419-22 
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had sought to identify a single primary substance. Thales considered the substance to 

be water, and Anaximander referred to it as “the moist.” Empedocles, however, 

abandoned the Monists’ approach to the question and taught that the cosmos was 

composed of four elements -- earth, fire, air, and water. He believed these elements 

manifested themselves in all aspects of nature, living and non-living. (It is important to 

point out here that what Empedocles called earth, fire, air, and water were not seen as 

simple elements, but rather as compound substances.) According to the philosophy of 

Empedocles, the elements were never found in their pure states, but instead were 

associated with their corresponding qualities of hot, dry, cold, and moist. For example, 

earth is cold and dry, while air is hot and moist. Therefore, all bodies are compounded 

of elements that only become known to us through the qualities by which they manifest 

themselves.” 

The concept of man-as-microcosm developed naturally from Empedocles’ theories. 

Since the universe was known to be composed of the four elements, it was indeed logical 

that the human body was as well. Most of the ancient philosophers after Empedocles 

elaborated on this relationship, and throughout the Middle Ages in western Europe the 

universe was seen as anthropocentric. Earth was at the center of the universe, and at 

the center of earth was the human being. Indeed, many medieval theologians treated the 

human body as a universe unto itself. Since humanity was observed to have a common 

existence with stones, life with trees, feeling with animals, and understanding with angels, 

it 1s little wonder that the body was sometimes referred to as a sort of lesser universe. 

This analogy of man-as-microcosm is of key importance to understanding the 

2 The nearest equivalent to this statement comes from Galen’s Opera Omnia, Book 12: “Alterum est solis 
philosophis usurpatum, quum ajunt elementa corporum esse terram, aquam, aerum, et ignem. Corpus 
namque extreme siccum ac frigidum terram nuncupant. Secundum hos ergo nullum compositorum 
corporum terra censetur elementaris, ajunt tamen ea plurinum habere terrz, puta adamantem et saxa, 
at quanto corpore fuerint duriore, tanta magis ea dicunt ese terra, contra quam agricolz.” 
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philosophies that developed from it, and that permeated medical thinking in the West 

well beyond the Middle Ages. 

This analogy of man-as-microcosm produced an inclination to explain the human 

body in terms of the four elements. Many believed that the elements had the ability, 

within the human body, to mix with one another in varying degrees. The resulting 

substances, called humors, determined the character and health of an individual. The 

basic tenets of ancient Hellenic and Hellenistic medicine revolved around the doctrine 

of humors. According to this philosophy the elements mix to form the four humors of 

the body: blood, phlegm, black bile, and yellow bile. In addition, the four humors 

possess their own qualities (hot, cold, dry, or moist) and complexions (sanguine, 

phlegmatic, choleric, or melancholic). The complexions were what were believed to 

identify best the predominant humors within an individual. Sullenness and depressed 

spirits characterized the melancholic complexion, apathy and a pallid visage the 

phlegmatic, ruddy-colored skin the sanguine, and biliousness and a fiery temperament 

the choleric. Medieval and Renaissance texts often explained these relationships 

through the use of diagrams, such as the one that follows: 
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Figure 2. The Tetrad of Qualities and Elements: Oronce Fine, De sphera mundi (Paris: 1542), fol. 
2. The diagram represents a fully developed tetrad that arranges the four elements in a 
conceptual scheme with fire at the top, water at the bottom, air at the right, and earth at the 
left. Each element is associated with two of the four basic qualities: fire with dryness and 
hotness ("siccitas” and “caliditas” respectively), air with hotness and moistness, water with 
moistness and coldness, and earth with coldness and dryness, thus completing the circle. 
In each case, one of the qualities is dominant (“summa”) while the other is recessive 
(“remissa”). Not only are elements associated with two qualities, the qualities themselves 
combine to form elements. This is indicated in the diagram by the label “combinatio 
possibilis.” Qualities opposite each other cannot combine and are labeled “combinatio 
impossibilis.” Likewise, an element can accord with its neighbor since they share a common 
quality. Such compatabilities are labeled “simbolisantia”, while those that can never accord 
with one another are identified by the label “contraria.” 
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The ancient frame of mind presumed nature to tend toward equilibrium. The 

philosophers felt that as long as a balance existed between the elements, nature remained 

in harmony. This logic extended, quite naturally, to the doctrine of humors. The 

humors were mixed harmoniously in a normal body. Disease resulted only if these 

humors had been mixed in the wrong proportions, or if they had become unmixed. 

Thus, any physical complaint was a disharmony of the blend, the humors felt most likely 

to cause trouble being phlegm and bile.? 

In the second century A.D. the Greco-Roman physician Galen expanded on this 

doctrine by introducing anatomical theories of digestion into the equation. According 

to the Hippocratic philosophers, a balance between the humors ensured health. Galen 

argued that the actions of the various organs in separating nutriments* from foods as 

they were digested also affected health. The organs (esophagus, stomach, spleen, liver, 

and intestines) worked together, concocting the nutriments from the food, then 

transporting those nutriments throughout the body. Superfluities (those parts of food 

not needed for nutrition)’ collected in reservoirs. If all was well, the body soon 

discharged these superfluities. Illness resulted whenever these reservoirs retained too 

much of a humor. The illness that resulted from the accumulation of these evil humors 

was a putrid fever.® 

3 Guido Majno, The Healing Hand: Man and Wound in the Ancient World (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1975): 178. Phlegm and bile were considered particularly troublesome, black bile more 
so than the others since it was the undisputed cause of melancholy. Also, unlike blood which was easy 
to purge from the body when excess quantities were detected, phlegm and the two varieties of bile were 
considerably more difficult to remedy. 

4 The word ‘nutriment’ has its origin in the Latin ‘nutrire’ and means ‘that which nourishes.’ OED 

5 Galen, On the Natural Faculties 1: 10-11, in Great Books of the Western World 10, ed. R. M. Hutchins 
(Chicago: Encyclopadia Britannica, 1952): 171-172. Galen explains that from species to species the 
organs work with different purposes, and separate different nutriments from the same foods. This would 
explain why, for example, cattle can obtain nourishment from grasses, while man cannot. 

6 The term superfluity was, in the Middle Ages, generally used to identify excesses of evil humors within the 
body. 
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Food itself became a key element in the equation. Plants and animals, as 

phenomena of nature, were composed of the four elements. However, the proportions 

of those elements within any mixture varied from species to species. Any foodstuff, be 

it animal or vegetable, that had a particularly high composition of earth and water (cold 

and moist), caused phlegm. Logic dictated, therefore, that the addition to the diet of 

warming and drying foods corrected the imbalance caused by the consumption of cold, 

moist foods. Ancient medicine relied heavily on the prescription of diet as part of any 

treatment. In addition, the classification of plants and animals always included an 

enumeration of the humors they engendered. The qualities (hot, moist, dry, and cold) 

were subdivided, for convenience, into those of temperature (hot and cold) and nature 

(moist and dry), and were assigned intensities or degrees. Five possible combinations 

could result from the consumption of food. First, if the food was neutral the humors 

remained in balance. Few foods were neutral, however, so it was more likely that one 

of the other four possible results might occur. Cold and moist foods engendered phlegm; 

hot and moist foods blood, cold and dry foods black bile, and hot and dry ones yellow 

bile. Most fruits were cold and moist, often to the second degree. As such, phlegmatic 

persons were discouraged from eating them. The physician’s goal was to maintain a 

balance. Therefore foods were often combined to accommodate for the qualities of heat, 

dryness, moistness, and cold. In this way medicine, at the end of the classical era, was 

a force of significant potential in defining food habits. 

Astrology was another source of significant influence. From a very early time 

many felt that the celestial world possessed powers over the terrestrial world and, like 

the terrestrial world, was composed of the four elements. Some believed strongly that 

the constellations ruled over every aspect of nature. Sagittarius ruled over certain plants, 
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for example, while Aries ruled over others.’ Insofar as it influenced medicine, astrology 

was significant. It went hand in hand with the doctrine of humors and defined the 

special relationship between the human species and the universe. The stars and planets 

ruled over health not in and of themselves, but in their influence over the plants and 

animals that one consumed. The earliest medieval herbals illustrated this special 

relationship between astrology and the doctrine of humors. 

Medieval medicine, with its roots in astrology and the doctrine of humors, was 

complex. Its principles, however, fit neatly into a single cosmology that facilitated a 

simple explanation for everything in nature. These ancient doctrines influenced late 

fifteenth-century English scholars deeply. 

Galen’s wine-making analogy was at the root of most late medieval explanations of 

humoral theory. Anyone studying medicine in that day was familiar with the analogy. 

Galen had compared the humor blood, for example, to pure wine. He compared choler 

and melancholy to the scum and dregs of the wine-making process. Although Galen did 

not explain the origin of phlegm in his wine-making analogy, he occasionally referred to 

it as half-digested. 

In its simplest expression, how the humors were produced was described as follows: 

First, food was ingested through the mouth and transported through the esophagus to 

the stomach. There the initial coction of food into chyle took place. Those elements 

of the food that were not nutritive to the body were discharged through the intestines. 

The useful chyle, however, passed from the stomach to the liver, and there natural heat 

transformed the chyle into the humors. At first these humors were in a mixed form, with 

7 It is important to realize here that astronomy and astrology were not, in the ancient world, separate 
disciplines. Astrology was a sub-discipline of astronomy, and was to remain so until quite recent times. 
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blood predominating. Discharged from the liver, this mixture entered the veins and 

arteries, and as it flowed away from the liver, and passed through the gall bladder, choler 

was drawn off into that organ. The absorption of black bile (melancholy) into the spleen 

followed soon after. The humors that were drawn out of the blood did not remain 

stagnant in the body, but performed various important functions. Blood in its pure 

state, however, served the greatest function -- nutrition. While Galen had not explained 

phlegm, medieval theorists argued that further coction could transform it into blood. 

But if the conditions needed to facilitate this transformation failed to present themselves, 

then phlegm had the noxious tendency to accumulate in the joints. 

There were two sorts of blood -- arterial and venous. Blood in the arteries was 

clearer, redder in appearance, and hotter in temperature, than venous blood. This was 

because the arteries took it closer to the heart (the dominion of the soul) than did the 

veins. A physician could, through an observation of the blood, determine whether it 

was infected with a surplus of one or more of the other humors. If, for example, the 

blood was a very bright red, then it contained too much choler. A very dark shade of 

red betokened melancholy. A foamy or watery appearance led a doctor to suspect a 

superfluity of phlegm. 

Galen had considered phlegm to be only half-digested, and therefore the product 

of insufficient heating. Phlegm was cold and moist and, like blood, of two sorts. Kind 

phlegm was cold and moist and white colored, like milk. The type of phlegm found in 

the liver could be transformed into blood. In addition to kind phlegm, there were four 

types of unkind phlegm, each of which contained a certain amount of either choler or 

melancholy. These unkind phlegms could not be changed into blood. Illness resulted 

when a surplus of any of these built up within the body. Listlessness, dull wits, and 

forgetfulness identified a very phlegmatic person, and the symptoms were more 

pronounced in winter than in any other season of the year. 
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Like phlegm, there were two sorts of choler -- kind and unkind. Natural choler 

was kind choler, and it was hot and dry. It was also of a clear red color -- the hotter it 

was, the redder it appeared. Kind choler was produced in the body and was found in 

either of two places: in the gall bladder, or combined with blood in the veins and 

arteries. Choler of this type served primarily to facilitate a better flow of blood to the 

outer extremes of the body. It was also responsible for heating the bowels and 

discharging superfluities. There were two types of choler, and they were usually 

distinguished from each other by their color. Normal choler was red. Unkind choler 

was either yellow or green. The yellow variety resulted from blending normal choler with 

watery phlegm, and tended to be less hot than normal choler. The green variety was 

bred in persons whose stomachs were used to continual consumption of hot herbs such 

as leeks, onions, and garlic. The green color resulted from the burning of red choler and, 

when the burn was extreme (and the color a dark green) the humor was considered evil 

and could bring forth pestilence and death. 

There were also kind and unkind sorts of melancholy. Kind melancholy was cold 

and dry, and thick in substance. Its importance rested primarily on its role in digestion. 

It thickened blood in the arteries and veins near the mouth and stomach, causing those 

areas to itch, thus bringing on hunger. What was not needed for that purpose passed 

into the spleen for storage. 

The unkind sort of melancholy produced a black or ashen color and was believed 

responsible for incurable diseases such as cancer and leprosy. If this type of melancholy 

existed in superfluity within the body, several symptoms became manifest. First, the 

color of the skin took on an ashen or bluish tint. Saliva took on a sour taste. Patients 

became fearful without cause, unable to explain the reasons for their gloom and despair. 

A superfluity of unkind melancholy caused insanity. 
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Many medieval theorists explained the effects that the planets and signs of the 

zodiac had on the condition of the human body. The body, after all, was made from the 

same raw matter as the stars, planets, and the earth. 

The worlde is maade by hym .... man is iclepid be lasse worlde, for he schewip in himself liknesse 

of al be worlde. An so pe firste worlde is euerlastinge and duringe in pouét and mynde of God. 
Pe secounde worlde is euerlasting by pe wille of God, and takeb euerlastinge beynge and springynge 
of him.8 

Nothing that happens in the heavens can occur without affecting the condition of the 

body in some manner. The human body, according to medieval logic, was under God’s 

direct influence. It was through the stars and planets, however, that God chose to direct 

his influence over earth and humanity. 

According to the precepts of medieval astrology, all life was under the direct 

influence of twelve constellations, each of which ruled during a specific month of the 

year. Aries ruled over the month of March (at that time the first month of the calendar 

year). During its prominence the days and nights were even in length. It had mastery 

over the head and face, and engendered choler. In the month of April Taurus ruled over 

the world. This constellation had mastery over the neck and throat, and engendered in 

those born under its dominion the cold and dry humor melancholy. Gemini ruled over 

May, as well as the shoulders, arms, and hands. It engendered blood. And in June, 

Cancer the crab prevailed, engendering phlegm. 

Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius, and Pisces each 

worked in similar ways. There was a pattern, however (and the pattern always remained 

the same in medieval astrology). The humors were distributed in a predictable cycle. 

Not only did Aries engender choler. So too did Leo and Sagittarius. Taurus, Virgo, and 

Capricorn each engendered melancholy. Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius were responsible 

8 Bartholomeus Anglicus, On the Properties of Things (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1975): 441 
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for higher than normal levels of blood. And Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces each 

engendered phlegm.’ 

The cosmological scheme that most medieval theorists accepted had a lasting influence 

on late medieval and Tudor English ideas of health and nutrition. All foodstuffs were 

believed to be composed of the same four elements and their digestibility and nutritive 

value to be wholly determined by the related qualities. Lamb, for example, was very 

moist and phlegmatic, unsuitable for old persons.!° Particular foods could be either 

helpful or destructive to one’s health because of the intensities (or degrees) of the 

qualities they contained. 

A physician normally prescribed a diet in accordance with the age of the patient. 

Medical practitioners considered the first stage of life -- childhood -- to be a time during 

which phlegm predominated (yet not so dangerously as in old age). Dietary 

prescriptions for infants and children, therefore, usually contained meats and drinks that 

were moderately hot and moist. Drying foods were discouraged because most felt that 

high quantities of bile, of either the yellow or black varieties, were exceedingly dangerous 

to the overall health of a child. For some time after birth, at least until the foreteeth 

appeared, an infant received nourishment through breast feeding. If possible, the 

mother was encouraged to nurse her own child, as this was considered the most natural 

way to ensure the health of the infant. When this was not possible, great care was 

9 It is interesting to note here that Cancer, Pisces, and Scorpio can each be associated logically with water, 
although in the case of the scorpion we might be stretching the relationship. Since water is cold and moist, 
and phlegm is also cold and moist, the relationship may not be as illogical as it at first seems. 

10 The phlegmatic complexion was associated with the elderly because it was generally believed, from ancient 
times on, that as one grew older, and entered the final stage of life, the elements of fire and air began to 
diminish within the body, thus engendering superfluities of the cold and moist humors. In accordance 
with this logic, then, phlegmatic foods, such as lamb, would have been kept out of an elderly individual’s 
diet. 
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advised in the selection of a wet nurse, for many believed that the moral and spiritual 

character of the child would be influenced by the milk it imbibed."' If the wet nurse was 

prone to drink or lewd living, then her milk would certainly endanger the child. The 

philosophy concerning the nutritive qualities of human milk was strongly entrenched in 

the doctrine of humors. It was naturally assumed that the evil humors at work within 

the wet nurse, and made evident in her visible complexion, would be transferred through 

nursing to the infant. 

As the infant grew, and the foreteeth appeared, the child was weaned from the 

mother, or wet nurse and started on a diet of pap, a simple mixture of cow’s or ass’s 

milk with sodden bread crusts. This mixture was a clear attempt to create a balanced 

diet for small children. The coldness and moisture of milk blended with the qualities of 

bread which tended to engender choler and melancholy. No fruit was permitted in a 

young child’s diet. When the remaining teeth appeared, children were often given 

chicken bones, or the bones of other fowl, to chew on, and at fifteen months or later, 

small amounts of capon, chicken, or partridge flesh were recommended. Growing 

children were introduced slowly to grosser meats, such as pork, beef, or mutton. When 

they reached adolescence, their humors tended toward sanguine and choleric. 

During adulthood, roughly between the ages of fourteen and fifty, people were 

most concerned about the hot and dry humors. The meats included in one’s diet were 

the colder, moister ones of grosser substance. Wine, considered mildly warming on its 

own, was usually diluted with water to “cool” it. Also, physicians prescribed salads of 

11 In T. Phayre’s The Regiment of Life, the author writes “Wherefore as it is agreing to nature, so it is also 
necessarye & comly for the own mother to nource the own child. Whiche yf it maye be done, it shal be 
most comendable and holsome, yf not ye must be well aduised in taking of a nource.” In an English 
translation of a treatise written on the subject by the late sixteenth-century French court physician Jacques 
Guillemeau, it was recommended that wet nurses be given plenty of fresh herb soups, not made from 
strong herbs but rather from lettuce, sorrel, bugloss, parsley, borage, and succory. Guillemeau expressed 
the widely held opinion that raw fruit engenders cold and moist humors when he stated that wet nurses 
“shall refraine from all kind of raw fruits.” Jacques Guillemeau, Child-Birth, or, The Happy Deliverie of 
Women ... To Which is added, a Treatise of the diseases of Infants, and Young Children: With the Cure 
of them (London: 1612) 
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cold herbs. All in all, adults were able to eat most anything they chose, but were 

encouraged to heed the advice of the dietaries.'” 

12 An example of the instructions available, in various forms, to medieval readers is John Harington, The 
Englishman's doctor. Or, the Schoole of Salerne (London: J. Helme and J. Busby, 1607). Written in 
verse, the following stanzas provide a detailed dietary formula: 

To keepe good dyet you should neuer feed 
Vntill you finde your stomacke cleane and void 
Of former eaten meate, for they doe breed 
Repletion, and will cause you soon be cloid, 
None other rule but appetite should need, 
When from your mouth a moysture cleare doth void. 
All Peares and Apples, Peaches, Milke and Cheese, 
Salt meates, red Deere, Hare, Beefe and Goat; all these 
Are meates that breed ill bloud, and Melancholy, 
If sicke you be, to feede on them were folly. 

Egges newly laid, are nutritive to eate, 
And reasted Reare are easie to digest. 
Fresh Gascoigne wine is good to drinke with meate, 
Broth strengthens nature aboue all the rest. 
But broth prepar’d with flour of finest wheat, 
Well boil’d, and full of fat for such are best. 
The Priests rule is (a Priests rule should be true) 
Those Egges are best, are long and white and new. 
Remember eating new laid Egges and soft, 
For euery Egge you eate you drinke as oft. 

Fine Manchet feeds to fat, Milke fils the veines, 
New cheese doth nourish, so doth flesh of Swine; 
The Dowcets [testicles] of some beast, the marrow, braines, 
And al} sweet tasting flesh and pleasant wine. 
Soft Egges (a cleanely dish in house of Swaines) 
Ripe Figs and Raysins, late come from the Vine. 
Chuse wine you meane shall serue you all the yeere, 
Well fauor’d tasting well. and coloured cleere. 
Five qualities there are, wines praise aduancing, 
Strong, Beautifull, and Fragrant, coole and dancing. 

White Muskadell, and Candie wine, and Greeke, 
Do make men’s wits and bodies grosse and fat; 
Red Wine doth make the voyce oft-time to seeke 
And hath a binding qualitie to that; 
Canarie, and Madera, both are like 
To make one leane indeed; (bot wot you what) 
Who say they make one leane, would make one laffe 
They meane, they make one leane vpon a staffe. 
Wine, women, Baths, by Art or Nature warme, 
Vs’d or abus’d do men much good or harme. 

If wine haue over night a surfet brought, 
A thing we wish to you should happen seeld: 
Then early in the morning drinke a draught, 
And that a kinde of remedie shall yeeld, 
But gainst all surfets, vertues schoole hath taught 
To make the gift of temperance a shield: 
The better wines do breed the better humors, 
The worse, are causes of vnwholesome tumors. 
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The rules for diet were probably rather uniform throughout Europe after the 

twelfth century. Much of what the late medieval English dietary manuals suggested 

reflected the written texts of the medical school at Salerno. Hippocratic and Galenic 

teachings had been preserved in the west by clerics and, by the ninth century, were 

codified into texts at this school. Sometime during the twelfth century, or perhaps 

earlier, many of the principles of ancient dietetics were compiled into a text for 

instruction -- the Regimen Sanitatis Salernitanum.. The Regimen was widely copied and 

translated during the next five centuries, mostly through the efforts of monastic scribes. 

In measure drinke, let wine be ripe, not thicke, 
But cleere and well alaid, and freshe and quicke. 

The like aduice we giue you for your Beere, 
We will it be not sowre, and yet be stale. 
Well boil’d, or harty graine and old and cleere, 
Nor drinke too much nor let it be too stale: 
And as there be foure seasons in the yeere, 
In each a seueral! order keepe you shall. 
In Spring your dinner must not much exceed, 
In Summers heate but litte meate shall need: 
In Autumne ware you eate not too much fruite: 
With Winters cold full meates do fittest suite. 

Eate not your bread too stale, nor eate it hot, 
A little Leuen’d, hollow bak’t and light. 
Not fresh of purest graine that can be got, 
The crust breeds choller both of browne and white, 
Yet let it be well bak’t or eate it not, 
How e’re your taste therein may take delight. 
Porke without wine is not so good to eate, 
As Sheepe with wine, it medicine is and meate, 
Tho Intrailes of a beast be not the best, 
Yet are some intrailes better than the rest. 

Some loue to drinke new wine not fully fin’d, 
But for your health we wish that you drinke none, 
For such to dangerous fluxes are inclin’d, 
Besides the Lees of wine doe breed the stone, 
Some to drinke onley water are assign’d, 
But such by our consent shall drinke alone. 
For water and small beere we make no question, 
Are enemies to health and good digestion: 
And Horace in a verse of his rehearses, 
That Water-drinkers neuer make good verses. 

13, For many years believed to have been written for Robert, Duke of Normandy, eldest son of William the 
Conqueror, the Regimen probably dates to an earlier time, perhaps as early as the ninth century. Jack 
Drummond and Anne Wilbraham, in their study, The Englishman's Food: A History of Five Centuries 
of English Diet (London: Jonathan Cape, 1939): 74-75, present evidence that the main substance of the 
Regimen pre-dates Robert by at least a century. 
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As regulators of medicine, Christian orders scrupulously maintained the Regimen for 

their own use. It was probably first introduced into England around the year 1250. 

Latin manuscripts of the Regimen became the basis for medical practice in late 

medieval England, especially in the larger monasteries, and provided the greater part of 

the material for the earliest printed English medical writings. Prior to the introduction 

of the printing press in England, the first English work to show strongly the influence 

of Salerno was John of Gaddesden’s Rosa Medicine, written between 1305 and 1307. 

The first printed version was published by Caxton in the last quarter of the fifteenth 

century. Nearly all of these versions of the Regimen, regardless of whether they were in 

Latin or the vernacular, were written in verse, presumably to facilitate memorization. 

Perhaps the most widely used version of the Regimen during the sixteenth century was 

the one prepared by Thomas Paynell, Canon of Merton Abbey.'* It gave both a Latin 

text and an English translation of some commentaries reputedly written by the noted 

Salernitan physician Arnaldus de Villa Nuova. A complete English translation did not 

become available until the early seventeenth century. It was undoubtedly through the 

influence of the Regimen that the dietary teachings of Hippocrates and Galen became 

so much a part of the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century book trade in England. 

Medical views on food and diet remained fairly static until the close of the sixteenth 

century. They conformed almost without exception to the doctrines set down in the 

Regimen because the system was logical and gave every appearance of achieving its 

goals. In the minds of its practitioners, it was a system that worked. In the next chapter 

we see just how much of an influence medical philosophy had in determining basic 

dietary habits within the educated classes of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century England. 

14 Regimen sanitatis Salerni. This boke techyng al people to gouerne them in helthe, tr. T. Paynell (T. 
Berthelet, 1528) 
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CHAPTER THREE -- FOOD OF LAND, SEA, 

AND AIR- 

I tell thee, Kate, ‘twas burnt and dried away; 
And I expressly am forbid to touch it, 
For it engenders choler, planteth anger; 
And better ‘twere that both of us did fast, 
Since, of ourselves, ourselves are choleric, 

Than feed it with such over-roasted flesh.! 

Many members of the English upper class were keenly aware of the health benefits 

of certain foods. Like Petruchio, in The Taming of the Shrew, they recognized the role 

food played in either improving or endangering health. Dietary regimens were 

prescribed for one of two reasons: either to cure an already existing affliction, or to 

prevent a new one. This chapter demonstrates how preventive dietetics influenced the 

actual eating habits of the English upper classes during the fifteenth through seventeenth 

centuries. 

This chapter focuses on what fifteenth- and sixteenth-century dietary writers had 

to say about the various meats and animal products consumed in their day. The chapter 

1 William Shakespeare, The Taming of the Shrew, Act IV, scene I, lls. 172-178. 
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also treats what the written and archacological records have revealed about how 

seriously the people of the time followed the advice of the dietaries. Our purpose here 

is thus two-fold: First, to establish the logic behind the dietary rules these writers 

expounded. Second, to view carefully the actual eating habits, the recipes, and the 

menus of upper-class English diners. 
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Wild Game 

During the early Middle Ages and continuing until the fourteenth century, a 

significant portion of the English diet was composed of the flesh of wild beasts such as 

deer, boar, and hare. But overharvesting and loss of habitat led over me to a dramatic 

decrease in their availability at tables. By the end of the fourteenth century venison had 

become a rare commodity protected by royal edict. By the fifteenth century, deer were 

raised on preserves under the protection of keepers appointed by the king. Hunting was 

restricted and poaching severely punished. 

By the fifteenth century wild boar was already an endangered species, and less than 

two hundred years later this creature had become little more than a faint memory in 

Britain. Deforestation was the primary cause of its extinction. For their diet, boars 

depended entirely on nuts, acorns, and other mast from the forests. As the forests were 

cleared to make room for sheep and cattle, those elements so important to the boars’ 

survival disappeared forever. Like venison, boar’s head and flesh became products 

reserved for the wealthy. By the seventeenth century, European varieties of 

domesticated swine had taken its place on the English table. The nobility of 

seventeenth-century England were forced by these circumstances to go to European 

lands to hunt the animal. 

The decrease in population was not nearly as extreme for the wild hare as for the 

deer and wild boar of England. Nevertheless, consumption was high enough to concern 

the authorities. In the early sixteenth century the hunting of hare in the snow (a popular 

pastime) was outlawed by decree of Henry VIII because it was felt by many that the ease 

of the sport was leading to the extinction of the species. Conies also began to be 

protected during the Tudor era, with closed seasons proclaimed during the important 
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spring breeding months of both 1529 and 1551. Because of the government’s quick 

action, and stiff penalties, the population of these animals in the wild eventually 

recovered, providing once again a cheap source of meat for the poorer segments of 

society. 

  

      
  

Figure 3. Hunting Hart in an enclosed parkland: from Turberville’s Noble arte of venerie or hunting 
(1575) 

The ancient physicians had had a negative opinion of game meat. Aristotle and 

Galen both had equated sourness with the evil forms of melancholy, and this philosophy 

(as we have seen) was carried over into and beyond the medieval era. In the 

thirteenth-century Regimen sanitatis salernitanum, red deer and hare were among a 
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number of foods considered breeders of ill blood and melancholy.? The sixteenth-century 

dietary writers also spoke of the tendency of flesh from wild game to engender black bile. 

Concerning boar, for example, both Elyot and Boorde spoke of its flesh being 

unwholesome and difficult to digest. Boorde cautioned his readers to avoid it at all 

costs. Elyot condemned venison as a breeder of the most pernicious melancholy, 

troubled dreams, and fever. Hare received no better treatment. The logic behind their 

claims against game flesh interpreted the sour game taste of the meat with melancholy. 

While their views might be said to reflect those of the ancient philosophers, a closer 

look at Elyot and Boorde shows a pragmatic side to the health manuals of 

sixteenth-century England. For example, Boorde had a personal prejudice in favor of 

venison. He argued that venison was good for the English, even if was bad for other 

nations and peoples. He saw it as a natural strengthener, openly disputing the 

arguments of Avicenna, Averroes, Galen, and Aristotle. According to the ancients, the 

skin of a creature was always the least healthful part. Boorde responded by writing “let 

them (the physicians) take the skyn, and let me haue the flesshe.”* It is quite apparent 

from these words that Boorde took some delight in eating venison. Most people in 

England probably would have enjoyed it as well, had it been available. But legal 

restrictions designed for its protection made it a rare commodity. The king and nobles, 

however, apparently enjoyed it often. Boorde’s opinions concerning venison give us 

plenty of reason to believe that many felt free from the restrictions physicians placed on 

this meat. 

Part of the reason why many in England consumed game meat despite the 

physicians’ warnings may lie in the means by which it was prepared. Some culinary 

2 Regimen sanitatis salernitanum ”Persica, poma, pyra, lac, caseus, et caro salsa, et caro cervina leporina, 
caprina, bovina, hec melancholica sunt, infirmis inimica.” 

3 Boorde. Dyetary 
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manuscripts gave instructions for curing venison, thus removing the harmful blood of 

the animal with cold water and salt. The propensity for game flesh to engender dark 

melancholy was thus reduced, as was the tendency for the meat to become rancid. The 

use of water in the curing process balanced out the dryness of melancholy. Salt heated 

it and made it safer. Both were credited with drawing out blood. 

For to kepe venisoun fro restyng, tak venisoun wan yt ys newe & cuuer it hastely wyp fern bat no 
wynd may come pereto and wan pou hast ycuuer yt wel Jed yt hom & do yt in a soler bat sonne ne 

wynd may come perto. & dimembre it, & do yt in a clene water & lef yt bere half a day, | and after 
do yt vpon herdeles for to dre; & wan yt ys drye tak salt, & do after py venisoun axit, & do yt boyle 

in water bat be so salt als water of be see and moche more. & after lat be water be cold, pat it be 

pynne, & panne do py venisoun in pe water & lat yt be perein bre daies & pre nyét; & after tak yt 
owt of be water & salt it wyb dre salt ryét wel in a barel, & wan py barel ys ful cuuer it hastely bat 

sunne ne wynd come pereto.* 

What is notable here is the authors’ strict warning to keep the sun and wind from the 

meat during the curing process. From a modern perspective this is easy to understand 

-- the sun’s heat tends to speed up spoilage, while wind dries the meat before salt can 

be absorbed. The husbandmen, cooks, and housekeepers of late medieval and Tudor 

England probably recognized these dangers as well, but they also understood the drying 

effect of the sun and the cooling nature of wind. The combination of sun and wind, as 

they saw it, brought on the ideal conditions for the engendering of bad melancholic 

humors. Thus, it is easy to see why they wished to keep those elements away from 

curing meat, especially game. 

Another explanation for why many chose to consume wild game had everything to 

do with what was served with the flesh. As we have seen, the dietary writers of the 

sixteenth century had a low opinion of boar’s flesh, yet every year the wealthy in 

4 MS Douce 257 (Bodleian Library, Oxford) in Constance Hieatt and Sharon Butler, eds., Curye on 
Inglpsch: English Culinary Manuscripts of the Fourteenth Century (London: Oxford University Press, 
1985): 73. If the venison had already displayed signs of rancidity, the following recipe would have cleared 
up the problem, making the the meat safer for consumption: 

For to do awey restyng of venisoun, tak be venisoun pat ys rest & do yt in cold water & after 
mak an hole in be herbe & lat yt be bereyn bre dayes & pre nyét; & after tak yt vp & frot yt wel 
wyp gret salt of poite bere were be restyng ys. & after lat yt hange in reyn water al nyét or more. 
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England made heavy use of this meat during their Christmas feasts. What they ate was 

the brawn -- meat from the head -- and normally it was served with a mustard sauce 

(which would have countered the cool nature of the flesh) and malmsey wine (which was 

believed to aid in digestion). Because the wild boar was facing extinction by the end of 

the sixteenth century, its flesh was slowly being replaced at table by that of its 

domesticated cousin, the European swine. This new meat was treated in a fashion 

similar to boar’s flesh, with mustard and wines served as condiments to counter the 

breeding of ill humors. The culinary manuscripts make frequent mention of the use of 

spices, vinegar, honey, and sugar in the preparation of brawn. All achieved the same 

results within the intentional formula for preserving health. 

Writers of books on husbandry, like Thomas Tusser, suggested that the 

husbandman, through the diet provided to the animals, had the ability to alter the nature 

of the flesh and blood of a creature so that it would engender good humors rather than 

bad ones. A later writer, Thomas Moffett, wrote: 

Shut up a young boar, of a year and a half old, in a little room in harvest-time, feeding him with 
nothing but sweet whey, and giving him every morning clean straw to lie upon, but lay it not thick; 
so before Christmas he will be sufficiently brawned with continual lying, and prove exceedingly fat, 
wholesome and sweets 

The sweet flavor was an encouraging sign to the consumer that the immediate danger 

of melancholy was absent. 

Other than the three primary sources of game flesh already discussed, there were a 

number of other wild creatures that provided meat to fifteenth- and sixteenth-century 

English tables. Bear’s flesh was one. Although the British bear had disappeared 

centuries earlier, continental bears were imported for the nobleman’s sport of “bear 

baiting.” Those killed in the ring were subsequently eaten. Bears were kept on some 

estates for consumption -- in a sense, farmed. 

5 Thomas Moffett, Health's Improvement (London: Tho. Newcomb f. Samuel Thomson, c. 1655): 147. 
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The nature of bear meat was not radically different from that of venison, brawn, 

or hare. The health manual writers said nothing of it (perhaps because it was rare in 

England), but if they had, it is almost certain that it would not have been received 

favorably. Turberville, in his treatise on hunting (1575), thought it was rammish and 

unsavory. Nevertheless, some members of the English nobility consumed bear meat. 

As with other wild game, the meat was probably cured or treated in some fashion to get 

rid of the sour game taste, and thus the il] humors. 

The flesh of wild cattle was also consumed. Richard Warner, in Antiquitates 

Culinarig, pointed out that six wild bulls were served at the great feast given when 

George Neville was installed as Archbishop of York in 1466.’ These were probably the 

descendents of the wild bovine herds of twelfth-century Yorkshire. By Elizabeth I's 

death in 1603, however, these creatures were found only in remote regions of Scotland 

and Wales, their habitat having disappeared like that of the other wild beasts’. 

Domesticated beef was more highly praised for its healthfulness than wild beef-flesh, so 

no particular importance was placed on ensuring the survival of forest cattle. 

Squirrel was also commonly served at meals, and in the late Middle Ages the 

red-squirrel was popular with the nobility. But by the Tudor era, health warnings were 

issued against the consumption of their flesh. Moffett considered them an indifferent 

meat, and warned against them because they are troubled with “choler and the falling 

sickness.”® 

The overall consumption of game flesh in England from the fifteenth through the 

seventeenth centuries was not high. Lack of forested land, and a growing dependence 

6 George Turberville, The noble arte of venerie or hunting (London: H. Bynneman f. C. Barker, [1575)). 

7 Richard Warner, Antiquitates culinarie; or, Curious tracts relating to the culinary affairs of the Old 
English (London: R. Blamire, 1791): 93. 

8 Moffett, p. 159 
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on, and preference for, the meat of domesticated stock animals such as beef, mutton, 

pork, and rabbit, combined to move the bulk of English society away from the 

consumption of wild flesh. Physicians also played a significant role in the equation, 

because it was their advice that probably determined the ways in which game meat was 

prepared and served to those wealthy enough to procure it. 
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Domesticated Stock Animals 

By the fifteenth century, the English had successfully domesticated a wide variety 

of animals. Cattle and sheep grazed the large enclosures of the countryside. Goats and 

pigs lived most of the year on the periphery of settlements, awaiting the fattening pens 

of October and November. Nanny goats produced milk, while select kids often appeared 

on the tables of the nobility. Young calves were raised for their tender flesh, and 

countless conies were raised in pens to satisfy the insatiable demand for rabbit flesh. 

The upper two-thirds of English society consumed great quantities of flesh from 

domesticated animals. The English were a predominantly meat-eating people. 

In the early Middle Ages, the bulk of the English diet had consisted of the flesh of 

wild game, but this was no longer the case in the fifteenth century. In the late Middle 

Ages, beef had become the favored fleshmeat in England. Household accounts, such as 

the one kept by the steward to Dame Alice de Bryene in 1412 and 1413, record purchases 

of vast quantities of beef and veal. Archaeozoological remains from a number of castle 

sites throughout England imply that the nobility consumed beef and veal in far greater 

quantities than any other meats, with the possible exception of fish. And a very high 

percentage of the recipes from culinary manuscripts of the day were for ox flesh, beef, 

veal, and bovine offal. We might be led to believe from this that beef was considered a 

safer, healthier meat than game flesh. Indeed, many felt it to be less dangerous. As we 

have already seen, the flesh of wild animals was believed to engender the ill humors of 

melancholy and choler. This reputedly was brought on by their timorousness, itself 

caused by living in constant fear of the hunt. By this logic, then, it was believed that the 

non-threatening environment of the enclosed pasture produced in the animal a safer 
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fleshmeat than did forested lands. It is easy to see why physicians considered tame flesh 

more nutritive than game flesh. 

But leaving the argument there oversimplifies matters. Physicians disagreed about 

the relative risks and benefits of eating beef and veal. They did, however, agree that the 

flesh of younger animals engendered better blood than that of older animals. Boorde 

wrote that beef is good if from a young animal, and that old beef and cow flesh engender 

melancholy and leprous humors. Elyot was more specific when he wrote that beef 

... to Englysshemen, whiche are in helth, bringeth stronge nouryshynge, but it maketh grosse bloude, 
and ingendreth melancoly: but beyng of yonge oxen, not excedynge the age of four yeres, to them, 
which haue colericke stomakes, it is more conuenient, than chickens, and other lyke fyne meates.9 

As late as the last quarter of the seventeenth century, writers of zoological treatises 

expressed similar judgments of beef flesh. In John Jonston’s treatise on four-footed 

beasts, the flesh of beef cattle was described as very nourishing. But Jonston warned 

that it had a tendency to “breed thick blood,” and that if melancholic persons consumed 

it too freely it would hasten their fits and brings on swelling of the spleen, as well as 

consumption. It yielded the best nourishment for those of other other complexions, 

such as sanguine and phlegmatic. To these persons, beef proved agreeable to the 

stomach -- was not waterish, phlegmatic, or slimy. It was, nevertheless, difficult to 

digest. Almost as an afterthought, Jonston told his readers that beef killed in the earliest 

weeks of spring was bad because of the nature of the grasses consumed at that time of 

year. 

While physicians urged caution in the consumption of beef flesh, they agreed that 

veal was wholesome food. Jonston said that it is”... temperate food, juicy, savoury, 

light of digestion, breeds good blood,” and that it is “esteemed so by all” and preferred 

9 Elyot, Castel of Helthe 

10 John Jonston, A description of the nature of four-footed beasts (London: b. Amsterdam f. the Widow of 
John Schipper, 1678): 26. 
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to the flesh of kid."" Boorde argued that veal is good because it is easily digested. Elyot 

set down a general rule. Of meats that are dry in nature (such as beef), the younger the 

animal the better. Of moist meats (such as sheep), the older animals were preferable." 

Much of the high praise physicians heaped on veal was founded in their belief that the 

general health of an anima! determined its benefits to humans. Since cattle suffered less 

from epidemic murrains than sheep, their flesh was considered healthier. Being the 

younger members of the species, the veals were the healthiest source of beef flesh. 

The ways in which cooks prepared beef and veal reflect the opinions that the 

medica] establishment held toward these meats. Generally cooks roasted them, and, 

because they were dry, the cooks usually larded them with bacon lardoons to keep the 

meat juicy. This was more commonly done with older beef than with veal. 

As far as the pickling and salting of meat is concerned, older beef was normally 

used, Much of the salting of beef was accomplished in a brine, and the meat was then 

hung in a dry and smoky location to keep. Physicians held it in particularly low esteem. 

Boorde wrote: 

Martylmas beef, whiche is called “hanged beef” in the rofe of the smoky howse, is not laudable; it 
maye fyll the bely, and cause a man to drynke, but it is euyll for the stone, and euyll of dygestyon, 
and maketh no good iuce. If a man haue a peace hangynge by his syde, and another in his bely, that 

the whiche doth hange by the syde shall do hym more good .. . than that the whiche is in his bely . 
13 

Nonetheless, much of the beef consumed in England during the sixteenth century was 

in a pickled or salted state. Dry salting of beef was not an option. The brine method 

was preferred because it helped to counter the natural dryness of the flesh. The hope 

was that continuous contact with water would ward off excessive drying of the meat 

until the salt had penetrated. Therefore it was only the hung beef (that is, the 

1 Jonston, p. 26 

12 Boorde, Dyetary; Elyot. Castel of Helthe 

13 Boorde, Dyetary 
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brine-treated cuts that had been hung for keeping in the smoke closet) that concerned 

most physicians. 

Regardless of the dietary regimens, many in England consumed beef in whatever 

form they could get it. Some argued that the rules of diet vary from country to country, 

and that the English and other northern peoples should not slavishly follow the dietary 

regimens of Mediterranean peoples. But those who held these opinions were a minority. 

Most believed whole-heartedly in the precepts of Salernitan dietetics, and that whatever 

evil effects a particular food might engender could be countered by the virtuous qualities 

of other foods. This was certainly the case with venison and brawn. Therefore, we 

should expect it to have been true in regard to other meats. 

Many felt that the way cooks dealt with a food determined its effect on digestion. 

Boorde argued that boiled meat was easier to digest than roasted meat, that broiled meat 

was harder to digest than roasted meat, and that fried meat was most difficult of all to 

digest because it engendered choler and melancholy. He had a very low opinion of 

baked meats as well (and indeed, meats were not baked nearly as often as they were 

boiled or roasted). The type of meat also determined, to some extent, how it should be 

cooked. Boorde suggested that 

....All maner of flesshe the whiche is inclyned to humydyte, shulde be rostyd. And all flesshe the 
whiche is inclyned to drynes shulde be sodde or boyled.!4 

In addition to beef cattle, the people of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century England 

consumed a wide variety of fleshmeats. Mutton followed beef in sheer quantities 

consumed. This should not surprise us when we consider the overwhelming importance 

of the wool trade to England’s economy at that time. Considered a venerous beast, and 

believed to be ruled over by the zodiacal sign Aries, mutton was considered moistening. 

According Elyot’s rule, the flesh of the younger animals was less wholesome as food than 

i4 Boorde, Dyetary 
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the flesh of aged rams and ewes. According to Boorde’s rule concerning cooking 

methods, the flesh of mutton was most healthful if roasted. The culinary manuscripts 

imply that people did not take the advice of the physicians seriously; most of their 

recipes called for mutton to be boiled. Yet, when we compare the relatively few recipes 

for roasted mutton with the abundance of ones for boiled mutton, we see evidence of 

an attempt to counter the moistness of this meat in only the boiled dishes. In the 

recipes, roasted mutton was basted with wine and butter (or lard), which did little to 

counteract the coolness and moisture incident to that flesh. Nearly all of the recipes for 

boiled mutton, however, called for a forcemeat or stuffing containing heating and drying 

herbs and spices. In these recipes, the compilers of the culinary record passed on 

cookery techniques based concretely upon humoral logic. Anyone with a rudimentary 

understanding of medical philosophy would have recognized the relationship between 

the techniques of the cook and the advice of the doctor. 

One thing in particular troubled Boorde about the safety of mutton in England. 

During the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, epidemic diseases constantly ravaged sheep 

populations. Because of this, Boorde personally distrusted the meat. Despite his own 

views, however, he allowed for the possibility that the meat of sheep brought up in a 

good pasture (and fattened with good grasses and herbs) engendered good blood, 

especially for sickly persons." 

Elyot’s views concerning mutton reflected a broader approach to the nature of the 

meat than did those of Boorde. The flesh of sheep, he argued, is different and more 

wholesome in England than in Southern Europe, especially if from a younger ram or 

ewe. More specifically, Elyot claimed that the nutritive quality of mutton varied from 

1S Boorde, Dyetary. Boorde and others were very critical of sheep farmers who sold to butchers the carcasses 
of sheep who had died of murrain. 
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region to region within England, as did the wool. In some places he found it to be as 

wholesome in digestion as the flesh of young kids." 

The seventeenth-century husbandry manuals of Edward Topsell and John Jonston 

reiterated the bulk of Boorde’s and Elyot’s advice and opinions. Topsell and Jonston, 

however, divided sheep’s flesh into three categories. First, there was the flesh of a ram. 

Lacking the moisture incident to young sheep, it engendered good blood when well 

boiled.!? Second, there was the flesh of wethers, which Jonston considered wholesome 

for people of all ages. Finally, there was the flesh of lambs, hot in a low degree, but 

excessively moistening. For those with strong stomachs, it was considered fine; but for 

those with weak stomachs, it proved slimy and cleaving.”* Topsell and Jonston had the 

same opinion of lamb’s flesh in the seventeenth century that Elyot and Boorde had had 

a century earlier. 

During the Tudor era, the flesh of goats and kids was consumed in England in 

smaller quantities than that of sheep. Nevertheless, it did appear on upper-class tables. 

Like beef and pork, goat meat was drying in nature. Therefore, the meat of kids was 

considered healthy. Boorde cited Avicenna and Averroes as claiming that the flesh of 

kids is more nutritive than any other type of flesh. Elyot, though, did not think so highly 

of it. While he stated that many of the ancients praised kid to be as healthy as veal, he 

also argued that the meat from an older kid was likely to engender evil humors. A 

hundred years later, Jonston wrote that the flesh of kid was strengthening, and that it 

made good food for soldiers. The flesh of adult goats, however, was not popular among 

16 Elyot, Castel of Helthe 

17 This probably helps to explain why mutton was so often prepared in boiled or stewed form. Lamb seldom 
received such treatment. The only cuts of lamb that were normally boiled were the head, feet, and offal. 

18 Jonston, p.35 
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the English. None of the sixteenth- or seventeenth-century printed cookery books 

included recipes for it. 

While kid and goat meat were used for food only occasionally, the flesh of swine 

was extremely common on Tudor tables. Nearly every part of the hog was eaten, almost 

all of it considered nutritive. The youngest animals were, of course, the best. The 

recipes for this fleshmeat were numerous, and tended to resemble those for the domestic 

swine’s cousin -- the boar. 

The meat of swine presented a dilemma for Boorde. While all the ancient writers 

had praised it, the Bible had not. Boorde’s years in the Carthusian order had probably 

instilled in him a general distrust for this meat, which the people of the Holy Land 

abhorred. In his opinion it was an unclean animal, and its flesh was likely to engender 

gross blood. The flesh of young pigs was considered nutritive meat. But Boorde’s 

instructions concerning its preparation read like the laws of Leviticus: 

Pygges, specyally sowe pygges, is nutrytyue; and made in a gelye, it is restoratyue, so be it the pygge 

be fleed, the skyn taken of, and than stewed with restoratyues, as a cocke is stewed to make a gely. 
A yonge fatte pygge in physicke is syngulerly praysed, yf it be wel orderyd in the rostynge, the skyn 
not eaten.!9 

Elyot treated pork differently. He did not abide by any religious taboos against it. 

His opinions came solely from the writings of Salerno, and the theories of Galen and 

other philosophers. To Elyot, pork benefited health. After all, Galen had commended 

it above all other types of flesh in nourishing the body. It was especially helpful to those 

of a weak constitution, or to those who had sustained too much labor and were thus 

fatigued. 

The account books of late medieval households suggest that pork products made 

up a considerable part of a typical week’s provender.” In addition, archaeozoological 

19 Boorde, Dyetary 

20 The rolls from Dame Alice’s household in Suffolk show a typical six pigs and two sides of pork purchased 
for every two week period between September of 1412 and September of 1413 (with the obvious exception 
of Lent). Also, an average of six sides of bacon were purchased each month. See Household Accounts 
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remains suggest that in nearly every county of England a surprisingly large percentage 

of the population ate domestic swine. Part of the remains are probably those of swine 

that had died of natural causes in the forest, before the fattening time of October. 

Nevertheless, the evidence is plentiful for swine’s relative importance to the English diet. 

The farming of conies and young rabbits was also important. Cooks and 

physicians alike praised the flesh of young rabbits (those not weaned from the mother 

cony). Elyot wrote that no meat was more wholesome, clean, or temperately nourishing 

than rabbit. And Boorde proclaimed it nutritive as well, for all things that suckle were 

considered nutritive. The demand for conies and rabbits was apparently greatest in the 

autumn months. At great banquets for the nobility, as well as at court feasts, they were 

served by the hundreds or even thousands. Being a somewhat drying meat, cony flesh 

was usually boiled, as was done with other drying meats such as beef. As with that flesh, 

when roasting or baking became an option, cooks incorporated numerous spices, herbs, 

and other ingredients into the dish. 

Domestic stock animals were useful not only for their flesh, but also for milk and 

other dairy products. The three most important for dairy purposes were the milch cow, 

the nanny goat, and the ewe. Most of the white meats”! consumed during the period 

came from the milk of milch cows. In the next section of this chapter, we discuss what 

the health manuals advised about the consumption of these foods. 

of Dame Alice de Bryene of Acton Hall, Suffolk, 1412-1413 tc. M. K. Dale, ed. V. B. Redstone (Ipswich: 
W.E. Harrison, 1931). 

21 White Meats: the term used collectively, at that time, to describe milk and milk products such as cream, 
butter, whey, and cheeses. 
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Dairy Produce 

Milke is for Agues and for Head-ach naught, 
Yet if from Agues fit you feele you free, 
Sweete-butter wholesome is, as some have taught, 

To cleanse and purge some paines that inward be. 
Whay, though it be contemn’d, yet it is thought 
To scoure and cleanse, and purge in due degree: 
For healthie men may Cheese be wholesome food, 
But for the weake and sickly ‘tis not good, 
Cheese is an heavie meate, both grosse and cold 
And breedeth Costinesse both new and old.?2 

Nothing sums up medieval and early modern views toward dairy products better, 

perhaps, than this stanza from Harington’s early seventeenth-century translation of the 

Regimen. Although not heavily consumed by the nobility, white meats made up a 

substantial part of the diet of yeoman farmers and poorer town dwellers. The wealthy 

of Tudor England had something of a prejudice against dairy products. They took the 

advice of the physicians quite literally. While the poor ate their butter and cheese 

without apprehension, the rich practiced extreme caution, and were much more 

particular about what types of milk, butter, and cheeses they would eat. 

An animal’s own eating habits logically determined the nature of its milk. As 

physicians understood it, milk was made of blood, and was thus subject to the nature 

of that fluid. As blood entered the mammary glands of an animal, it began its 

transformation into milk. Since milk came from blood, then its ultimate healthfulness 

depended upon the humors predominant within the animal of origin. This explains why 

parents were so cautious about the selection of a wet nurse. It also explains why milk 

was ranked along an ascending nutritional scale. Human milk was at the top of the 

22 The School of Salernum: Regimen Sanitatis Salerni, tr. Sir John Harington (1607) (Salerno: Ente 
Provinciale per il Turismo, n.d.): 38-39. 
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scale, followed directly by the milk of asses. The milk of cows, ewes, and goats ranked 

below these. By the seventeenth century, most milk, cream, butter, whey, and cheeses 

came from milch cows. In both the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, however, milk from 

ewes and goats made up a substantial proportion of the total. 

  

  

    
  

Figure 4. Milking Ewes: from the Luttrell Psalter 

Armed with the health manuals of early sixteenth-century England, members of the 

upper-classes had reason to be partly frightened, partly confused by opinions concerning 

dairy produce. Milk was seen as basically unpredictable because its nutritive qualities 

varied from species to species, and because the diet of each animal within the species 

could alter the nature of the product quite dramatically. While the poor farmer saw the 

milch cow as the prime source of the farm’s sustenance, the rich viewed the animal’s 

milk with serious suspicion. 
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Few consumed milk raw. In that state it was known to curdle in the stomach and 

breed wind. Honey was often added to boiling milk in order to counter its ill effects. 

Cow’s milk was considered better in the late spring because of the herbs the cows fed 

on at that time of year. Along these same lines, many factors -- including season, age, 

fodder, and length of time after giving birth -- determined the nature of goat’s milk. The 

same was true of ewe’s milk.* 

To make milk more easily digestible, and less windy, cooks often boiled it with 

honey and oats, or seethed it for a while with chopped pork, herbs, or cereals to make 

pottages. Many cooked milk with eggs and sugar to make custards. Sometimes milk 

was roasted; that is, it was blended with eggs, sugar, and saffron, cooked into a very 

thick custard, strained and pressed, and when cold, larded, skewered, and roasted over 

coals or wood embers on a gridiron.¥ 

Most raw milk was processed into the other white meats. Cream was usually 

churned into butter, but that of the best quality was eaten in its raw state, or curdled. 

Boorde had little bad to say about cooked cream. But he had an unfavorable opinion 

of raw cream. 

Crayme the whiche dothe not stande longe on the mylke, & soddyn with a lytell suger, is 
nowrysshynge. Clowtyd crayme and rawe crayme put togyther, is eaten more for a sensuall appetyde 
than for any good nowrysshement. Rawe crayme vndecocted, eaten with strawberyes or hurtes 
(bilberries}, is a rurall mannes banket. I haue knowen such bankettes hath put men in ieopardy of 
theyr lyues.4 

Cream also became a secondary ingredient in made-dishes for the well-to-do. In the 

early fifteenth-century Suffolk household of Dame Alice de Bryene, it was a regular 

purchase on Wednesday fast-days during the summer of 1413. It was probably used in 

23 Jonston, pp. 26, 40 

24 John Partridge, The Widowes Treasure (London: 1585): B2 

2 Boorde, Dyetary xiii 
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a thick, bland pottage called “creme boyled,” made by seething with the cream the yolks 

of eggs, sugar, and bread crumbs. In this manner, it enriched the diet. 

Most cream, however, was turned into butter and whey. Of all dairy products, 

physicians considered butter most beneficial to health. Elyot thought it nourishing, 

especially for those troubled with superfluous humors. If well salted, it heated and 

cleansed the digestive system. Although most writers praised butter, Boorde was 

somewhat concerned about it. He felt that if it was consumed heavily, it would cause 

digestive problems. This was because oily things were believed to float on top of other 

liquids in the belly. Consequently, if too much of this butter floated at the brinks of the 

stomach, it would block the orifice and build up there, leading to agues and fevers. 

Eaten in moderation, however, Boorde considered butter most wholesome, especially if 

freshly made and eaten in the morning. 

The other product of churning was raw whey, which was used primarily for making 

cheeses. Mildly nourishing in itself, the cheeses whey produced did not receive high 

praise. In general, all cheeses were too warming for the stomach. But the dangers of a 

new, soft cheese, were not particularly health threatening. Boorde thought that new 

cheese (or “green cheese”) was cold and moist in operation. Soft cheeses, not too new 

or old, were best because they were hot and moist. The wealthy were more likely to 

consume soft cheeses (similar to what we now know as cream cheese) than hard ones. 

The cheeses most often eaten today, such as cheddar, were eaten almost exclusively by 

the poor during the period 1400 to 1700. The rich avoided them because they were 

considered hot, dry, and likely to engender ill blood and wind. 

The wealthy had specially prepared cheeses, such as “spermyse,” served at their 

tables. Dairymaids made these cheeses by adding finely chopped herbs, or the juices of 

herbs, to new cheese, then pressing the whey from it so that a soft tasty cheese resulted. 

The natural qualities of the herbs used determined its effect on the body. 
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Boorde felt that cheeses were good for health only if they were medium in nature 

-- not too hard and not too soft. “It shuld not be towgh nor bruttell”; he wrote, “it ought 

not to be swete nor sowre, nor tarte, nor to salt, nor to fresshe.” It should be of a mildly 

warming nature, or else it will breed ill health. 

The wealthy avoided white meats because of what physicians had to say about their 

benefits and dangers to health. The unpredictable nature of milk and its related products 

led many well-to-do people either to avoid white meats altogether, or to alter the 

product with the addition of sugar, herbs, or meat. Notwithstanding the upper-class 

prejudice against white meats, these foods were a primary source of nourishment for 

rural farmers, as was the offal of domesticated animals. 
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Offal 

During the medieval and early modern eras in England, the upper levels of society 

consumed organ meats and sundry other parts of animals. Heads, feet, tongues, udders, 

brains, hearts, lungs, livers, spleens, intestines, stomachs, stomachs, and stones were all 

served at English tables. These foods were not held in high esteem, but they were 

popular nonetheless. Most often these meats found their way into baked dishes, such 

as pies. In this form they were blended with herbs, spices, and other ingredients to make 

tasty (and perhaps healthy) dishes. 

For those who wished to know what physicians thought of the various offal meats, 

as well as bloods, Boorde proved a poor reference. In the Dyetary, he classified the offal 

of flesh with that of fish and had little to say about either of them. In contrast, Elyot 

wrote at some length about the various types of offal. He listed the natures and effects 

on the body of liver, tripe, chitterlings, lungs (or lights), spleen, heart, brains, marrow, 

stones, udders, tongue, head, and feet. 

The first type of offal that Elyot discussed was liver -- the organ that physicians 

defined as the source of the humors. The liver combined the humors in a form not yet 

purified or cleansed of superfluities. Therefore, Elyot did not praise it as food. He felt 

that it caused digestive problems, and that it produced bad blood. 

Tripe and chitterlings received similar treatment. Both were difficult to digest, and 

even when digested they promoted slow, cold humors. Conversion of these foods into 

blood required a long time. The lungs, or lights, were easier to digest, but they also 

engendered phlegm. They benefited only those with respiratory ailments. 

Certainly Elyot did not praise the spleen of an animal. According to Galenic 

theory the spleen was the reservoir of superfluous melancholy, and Elyot’s disdain for 
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its use as food made good sense. In contrast, the heart of an animal was, in his opinion, 

“not to be dispraised,” despite its slowness in digestion. Brains were a source of 

phlegmatic humors, slow in digestion, but nourishing if well digested. 

Marrow bones were a popular source of food. Made into soups, pottages, or eaten 

as is, the marrow from bones was a delicacy at table. As with brains, Elyot considered 

marrow difficult to digest. Once digested, however, it was very nourishing. 

Elyot thought stones*® and udder helped to increase sexual potency, even though 

they were of two different natures. Stones were of a hot and moist nature, while udders 

were cold and phlegmatic. Many people took seriously the role that these foods could 

play in improving their chances at conception. Stones were one of the more popular 

dishes of the time. Neither stones nor udders, however, achieved the popularity of 

heads, tongues, and feet.’ 

When cooks prepared a calf's head, sheep’s head, or boar’s head, they were aware 

that those who ate of it would be consuming primarily the flesh from the neck and face. 

Elyot described it as quite nourishing but warned that it took time to digest. Still, he 

recommended it highly to those who lived rigorously. He described tongue as having a 

spongy and sanguine nature. As long as it was well digested, it was healthful. If only 

partially digested, however, it would breed phlegm. 

Finally, Elyot had nothing but praise for dishes made from the feet of animals. 

After stating that Galen had praised boiled pigs’feet, Elyot wrote that the feet of neats 

(young calves) were even more nutritive. He attributed the power to disperse choleric 

humors from the stomach to the feet and broth. The cookery manuals, for the most 

26 The word “stones” was used to describe the testicles of an animal. They were a by-product of wethering, 
gelding, and neutering, and were nearly always consumed as food. 

2” Cookery manuscripts and printed cookbooks of the period include numerous recipes for tongue and feet, 
but only occasionally include ones for stones and udders. See J. Murrell, A Nevv Booke of Cookerie 
(London: J. Browne, 1615); Thomas Dawson, The Good Huswifes lewell (London: Edward White, 1596); 
and A. W., A Book of Cookrye (London: E. Allde, 1591). 
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part, featured recipes for feet and pettitoes hashed into souse, and eaten cold. He 

praised souse not only for its flavor but also for its cleansing and medicinal value. Feet 

were often mixed with other ingredients in a pie, as the following sixteenth-century 

recipe illustrates: 

Take calues feete and boyle them, and choppe them fine, and a pound of white, and chop it with 
them, then chop an onion small and put it in them, then take Prunes, dates and currans, and put to 
them, season them with Peyper, Nutmegs, and a little large Mace, then put in some egges, and stirre 
it altogether, & put in a little vergice and suger, and so serue it.”8 

Blood was one by-product of slaughter time that neither of these sixteenth-century 

physicians took much time to discuss. The cookbooks have numerous recipes for black, 

or blood, pudding. Boorde considered blood rather hard to digest; Elyot failed to 

mention it at all. It was certainly consumed, but usually only in the late autumn and 

early winter when the beasts were slaughtered for butchering. It was sometimes seethed 

with milk, oatmeal, herbs, and mace to make a filling for sausages. Otherwise, it was 

used as a black food-coloring in gruels and pottages. 

The heavy consumption of offal in England during the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries resulted from something more than blatant disregard for dietary common 

sense. As with other components of the diet, the advice of doctors did not necessarily 

convince people to remove a food from the normal dietary regimen. Instead, these 

opinions often convinced cooks to incorporate other foodstuffs into the recipes in order 

to make the dish healthier and easier to digest. 

28 Thomas Dawson, The Good Huswifes Iewell (London: E. White, 1596): 15. 
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Poultry, Wild Fowl, Birds, and Eggs 

Take A red cock & pull it alive, and whip it till it be dead allmoste. then cut him in 4 quarters while 
he is alive, & drayn him well from bloud with A cloth. then take of penny royall, of pimpernell, of 
broad time, & rosemary, of each one handfull; 2 pound & a quarter of raysons of ve sun, or currans 
rather, well piked & rubed in a cloth but not washed; a quarter of a pound of dates cut in slyces from 
ye stones; and as many burrage, buglos, or cowslip flowers, or clove Jilliflowrs, according to ye season 
of ye year, as you can get, or about half A handfull of each. then put ye cock into yr still, the bone 
side to ye bottom; next of all ye hearbs; after ye currans, & strow ye dates all about the currans; & 
cover all over with leaf gold. then into this, you must poure A pottle of sack & let it stand all night 
in ye still close luted. after, set ye still in goeing, & let it drop into a glass wherein is 4 ounces of white 
sugar candy finely beaten. when this is stilled, it must be mixed alltogether in one, & sweeten it more 
with sugar. it must be stilld very Icisurely. & drink of it 5 or 6 spoonfulls at a time, morneing and 
evening, for it is very restorative & excellently good for A consumption.?9 

Doctors had favorable opinions toward fowls, domestic poults, birds, and eggs. 

And , as the recipe above shows, the flesh of some fowl was incorporated into medicinal 

waters to treat illness. It was considered restorative, and more than any other type of 

flesh, it was used in a curative capacity in Tudor physic. There were five different types 

of birds. First, there were wild fowl, such as turkey poults (guinea hens, or “rees” fowl), 

pheasants, partridges, woodcocks, quails, lapwings, turtle-doves, bustards, and 

moor-hens. Second, there were domestic fowl, such as capons, hens, chickens, cockerels, 

pullets, pigeons, and peacocks. The third category included water fowl, such as swans, 

geese, and ducks. A fourth category was made up of the wading birds of the seashore. 

These included cranes, plovers, bitterns, and herons, among others. The fifth and final 

29 "A Booke of Sweetmeats’, no. 285, in Karen Hess, ed., Martha Washington's Booke of Cookery (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1981): 414-415. This recipe is from a family manuscript cookbook and 
still-room book that was apparently hand-transcribed during the seventeenth century from a much earlier, 
sixteenth-century book. Thomas Cogan, in the Haven of Health, had a similar recipe. This recipe, and 
others like it, illustrate contemporary acclaim for the restorative power of capon and cockerel flesh. But 
it also hints at how much of an influence ancient magical medicine still had. This is seen clearly in the 
specific way the cockerel should be prepared for stilling, as well as the incorporation into the recipe of 
gold. In the Middle Ages gold had been considered a strengthener of the heart. Chaucer, in describing 
the doctor of physic in Canterbury Tales, writes: 

And yet he was butt esy of dispence. 
He kepte that he wan in pestilence; 
For gold in phisik is a cordial -- 
Therefore he lovede gold in special. 

The term cordial literally meant “for the heart.” 
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category was composed of small birds such as sparrows, wrens, titmice, blackbirds, and 

thrushes. Both Elyot and Boorde had clear opinions about these various categories. 

  

  

      
Figure 5. Geese roasting on a spit: 14th-century manuscript illumination. 

The first basic rule concerning birds was that those living inland or spending most 

of their time in flight produced a safer meat than those that lived off the harvest of the 

sea. Both Boorde and Elyot praised the flesh of domestic fowl] as restorative. Capons 

and chickens were easy to digest, while benefitting the breast and stomach. In contrast, 

flesh from wading birds, such as bitterns, herons, and curlews, was hard on the stomach 

and “muste be eaten with moche gynger or pepper,” presumably to aid digestion.” 

Both Elyot and Boorde esteemed pheasant above all other fowls in sweetness and 

wholesomeness. Partridge flesh increased sexual potency, comforted the brain, provided 

nutriment, and abated excessive lust. Quails, however, were not praised. Perhaps it was 

the mournful sound of their song that caused physicians to classify their flesh as 

melancholic. 

30 Elyot, Castel of Helthe. 
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Physicians had a lower opinion of waterfowl than they did of wild and domestic 

fowl. Geese and ducks were hot and hard on the stomach. Neither Boorde nor Elyot 

mentioned swan and cygnets. Because of royal tariffs, swan was always the most 

expensive fowl sold by the poulters of London. It was a tough meat, and after the 

sixteenth century only the young, tender swans, or cygnets, were sold. Fourteenth- and 

fifteenth-century recipes for swan normally called for it to be well washed, roasted, 

dismembered, and the meat mixed with a sauce. The recipe for the sauce hints at an 

understanding of the nature of swan’s flesh. 

Tak pe issu of be swan & wasch it wel, & scoure be guttes wel with salt, & seth be issu al togedere 
til it be ynow. & pan tak bred & poudere of gyngere & of galyngale & grynde togedere & tempere 

it with be broth, and coloure it with be blood. And when it is ysothe & ygrounde & streyned, salte 
it, & boyle it wel togydere in a postnet & sesen it with a litel vynegre.3! 

The English consumed vast quantities of small birds. The baiting and netting of 

whole flocks was common, and dozens of birds such as larks were routinely roasted 

together on a single spit. Boorde considered the flesh of most of these easy to digest. 

Sparrows, however, were unwholesome. The lark was best. After that, the blackbird 

and thrush were most wholesome. Elyot echoed this advice. Larks, blackbirds, and 

thrushes were good and nourishing food. Sparrows, in contrast, were hot and stirred 

up venery and lechery in those that ate of them. The cookery books took this advice 

literally. Seldom were recipes given for sparrows, but recipes for larks were quite 

common. In menus that accompanied such cookery manuals, roasted larks were almost 

always found on the list.” 

31 MS. Douce 257 (Bodleian Library, Oxford) in Hieatt & Butler, eds., Curye on Inglysch (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1985): 85. Herons were treated in the same manner as swan. The incorporation of a 
sauce containing hot spices such as ginger or pepper aided in the digestion of tougher fleshes. Similar 
advice is given in MS. Douce 257 for cranes, herons, peacocks, and partridges. 

32, Dawson, The Good Huswifes lewell (London: E. White, 1596). At a noble’s second course might be 
served: jelly (made from calves’ feet), a wine and salt sauce, two conies, half a dozen rabbits, a sauce of 
mustard and sugar, half a dozen pigeons, mallard, teals, gulls, a stork, a heron, crabs, curlews, bitterns, 
bustard, pheasant, sliced onions, half a dozen woodcocks, half a dozen teals, a dozen quails, a dish of 
larks, two venison pasties, and gingerbread. 
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Many eggs were consumed in medieval and Tudor England. As with white meats, 

the wealthy ate fewer than rural folk. The rich used eggs primarily as ingredients in 

combined, or “made,” dishes. Physic dictated that the eggs of pheasants, hens, and 

partridges were best and most agreeable to health. The means by which an egg was 

prepared determined its overall! heaithfulness. Poached eggs were most nutritive because 

they cleansed the throat and chest. Hard-boiled eggs were harder to digest, but they 

were very nourishing once digested. Roasted eggs (that is, those roasted in hot ashes 

on the hearth) were sources of ill humors and stinking fumes in the belly, and were 

believed to corrupt other meats already in the stomach. Fried eggs were similar in action 

to roasted ones, yet much more dangerous to health. As we should expect, the majority 

of egg dishes found in cookery books were for poached eggs. 
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Fish and Seafood 

Seafood made up the greatest portion of the overall diet of fifteenth- and 

sixteenth-century English yeomen, city and town dwellers, gentry, and nobles. This was 

less the case after Elizabeth’s reign.* The Church in England demanded the observance 

of an average of three fast days a week -- Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays. It was 

sacrilege to consume any of the products of walking or flying animals on these days. In 

addition to the three customary days of fasting per week, the Church set aside dozens 

of Saints’ days on which fasting was also expected. Accounting for all these scattered 

fast days, as well as Lent, fleshmeat was forbidden on nearly half the days of the year. 

Fish took its place, as did almond milk, almond butter, and bean curd for milk products. 

Finely-beaten almonds were jellied with isinglass* to make a sweet substitute for eggs 

called “blawmanger.” 

Western and central Europe shared many of the same religious restrictions of fast 

days, but England had access to a greater variety of fish and shellfish than most 

continental lands. Surrounded by seas, England (as well as the rest of the British Isles) 

was a nation of fish-eaters. There was little in the way of seafood that wealthy English 

diners could not procure. Their fishing ships had access to the waters off Newfoundland, 

Africa, and the warmer waters of the Mediterranean. The great variety of seafood 

available in England made the regulations of the church more tolerable. Nonetheless, 

many grew tired of fish during the long observance of Lent.* 

3 The English Reformation of the 1530s did not significantly reduce the number of fast days in a year. The 
governments of Edward VI, Mary 1, and Elizabeth I strictly enforced fasting laws, in part to protect 
English fisheries. It was not until the Stuart period that people in England could legally ignore the 
multitude of Catholic fast days. Only after the English Civil War, however, was it legal to ignore Lent. 

34 A gelatinous substance made from the floating bladder of certain fish, such as sturgeon, isinglass was often 
used by cooks in England 

35 Many found it convenient to classify water-borne mammals as fish. Of course, everyone believed whales 
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Because fish was primarily a replacement for flesh, the ways in which it was 

prepared resembled the cookery methods for other meats. The bulk of fish was either 

salted or smoked. Stockfish was imported into England in vast quantities from Iceland, 

Norway, and Sweden. Because it had been dried to the hardness of beef jerky, boiling 

was the only cooking method that worked. Physicians did not have a high opinion of 

stockfish. It engendered slimy, phlegmatic humors. Nevertheless, it was a mainstay 

during Lent. The household of Dame Alice de Bryene purchased it every day during that 

season, as well as every other fast day of the year. 

  

  

  
      
  

Figure 6. Harvesting the flesh of a stranded whale: from Olaus Magnus’ Historie de gentibus 
septentrionalibus (1555) 

Salt-water fish was generally preferred to freshwater fish. This was because oceanic 

currents kept the water more wholesome than the standing water of a lake or pond. 

and porpoises to be fish. Seals were also treated as such. The tail of a beaver, because it resembled in 
some manner that of a fish, was acceptable food for fast days. 
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Elyot did not elaborate on the nature of fish any more than to state that salt-water 

species are more nourishing and wholesome than those from standing water. Boorde, 

however, treated the subject in considerably more detail. 

Sea-borne fish included all shellfish, whale, porpoise, dolphin, skates, thornback 

rays, ling, cod, herring, mackerel -- to name but a few. Of these, Boorde considered 

those with scales easier on the stomach, and those without -- such as whale and porpoise 

-- less healthful. The age of a fish was also a determining factor: 

The elder a fysshe is, so much he is the better, so be it that the fysshe be softe and not solydat. yf the 
fysshe be faste and solydat, the yonger the fysshe ts, the better it is to digest ...36 

In the cities and towns, as well as at court and at tables of the nobility, the most 

commonly served fish were those from the sea. In the poorer countryside, especially in 

isolated inland regions, it was less common. In these places, more use was made of fish 

from rivers and lakes. Thus, what Boorde had to say about fresh-water fish is relevant. 

Fresh-water fish that came from fast-moving streams engendered better humors 

than those caught in standing ponds. Fish that lived in muddy waters were considered 

extremely harmful to human health. One could detect, he argued, the environment from 

which the fish had come simply by its taste -- mud fish tasted of mud. Thus, it is likely 

that most ate fish from the upper reaches of the Thames and other rivers -- if not 

because 1t was considered more wholesome, then because it tasted better.’ 

Regardless, much of the fish consumed was salted ahead so that a ready supply 

would be available on fast days. According to Boorde, it was not the most nutritive 

meat and could be dangerous to any who ate it exclusively. It was not the quality of the 

fish consumed that concerned physicians, but rather the quantity of it. And the skin 

36 Boorde. Dyetary. 

37 Mud was cold and moist and engendered phlegmatic humors. Thus, fish that ate of it engendered too 
much of the same. 
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was the most unhealthful part of any fish, especially salt-fish and stockfish. It was 

believed to engender viscous phlegm and choler. 
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Summary 

The dietary manuals of medieval and early modern England explained the 

importance of eating certain foods, while discouraging the consumption of others. In 

the recipes of the Tudor era there was a concious effort on the part of upper-class cooks 

to keep meals safe and healthful. We cannot give exclusive credit for this to Boorde and 

Elyot. The explanation cannot be one of simple cause and effect. Rather, it is better 

to see both the dietaries and the recipes as the offspring of humoral philosophy. What 

Boorde and Elyot did was to codify the regimens of Salerno and ancient Greece so that 

they might be more accessible to the growing English reading public. 

Elyot and Boorde had much more to say about the preventive powers of foods. 

Breads, nuts, wines, ales, beer, vegetables, herbs, and fruits were also significant 

components of diet, and what Boorde and Elyot had to say about their natures and 

temperatures, along with the advice of herbals and agricultural treatises of the period, 

reflected the dietary habits of the upper-class very clearly. We have seen in this chapter 

that certain herbs and spices, for example, were associated with certain meats. In the 

next chapter we come to understand more clearly the formule behind most of these food 

combinations. 
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CHAPTER FOUR -- FOOD FROM THE SOIL 

In addition to the various types of flesh eaten in medieval and Tudor England, the 

products of harvest agriculture, viticulture, and herb gardening made up a significant 

portion of what the upper classes consumed. The physicians of that day loudly 

proclaimed the medicinal value of herbs, and the horticulturists and herbalists wrote at 

length about the relative benefits and dangers of consuming certain varieties of grains, 

vegetables, fruits, herbs, spices, and beverages. Numerous historians have claimed that 

the upper classes in England ate few vegetables and fruits -- that they held such foods 

in contempt. But there is ample evidence to the contrary. The wealthy considered these 

foods important components in their diet. Those who have claimed that they did not 

have simply failed to recognize the important role these foodstuffs played as ingredients 

in elaborate sauces, forcemeats, pottages, and salads. 

While it is true that people from the upper levels of society ate a diet consisting 

primarily of meat, the notion of cooking any of these meats without incorporating 

vegetables, fruits, breads, wine, ale, beer, herbs, spices, or flowers into the recipe was 

totally foreign to them. Roasted meats were nearly always forced, or stuffed, with a 

mixture of chopped fleshmeat, bread, oats, herbs, onions, spices, and fruits such as 
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raisins, currants, and dates. In addition, roasted meats were usually basted with a 

mixture of wine and butter. Boiled meats were treated in a similar fashion -- with a 

spice, herb, meat, and fruit pudding forced inside. Roasted and boiled meats were 

usually smothered with rich sauces composed of meat broth, wine, herbs, vegetables, 

currants, and spices. Wheaten flour sometimes served as a thickener for broths. Fish 

was often poached in a broth made of water laden with vinegar, herbs, spices, and fruit. 

Often, it also had a forcing inside. 

The recipes of the time show that an abundant variety of fruits, vegetables, grains, 

and herbs were available to the upper classes of medieval and Tudor England. Many 

of these, of course, were imported into the realm (as was the case with rice, almonds, 

numerous spices, citrus, sugar, currants, raisins, and dates). Still, a great variety of 

native herbs, vegetables, nuts, and fruits were available, many of which had found their 

way into England during the ancient period of Roman occupation. These included dill, 

marjoram, parsley, coriander, and peaches. Most of these were used in the elaborate 

dishes and sauces typical of Romano-British meals. The physicians of that earlier age 

had readily touted the health benefits of those plants, just as Boorde, Elyot, and other 

writers proclaimed their virtues during the sixteenth century. Food blends played a 

significant role in providing the health benefits that medieval and Tudor physicians 

desired for their patients. Even in cases where vegetables served as the central ingredient 

of a recipe, the other ingredients chosen reflected the influence of humoral philosophy 

in the kitchen. Medieval and Tudor-Stuart cooks were aware of the qualities of the 

foods they incorporated into their meals. While it is naive to assume that humoralism 

was the only factor in determining which foods went best together, it nevertheless proved 

a potent influence. 
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Herbs as Food: Produce from the Kitchen Garden 

In the late Middle Ages, the word “herb” referred to a much wider spectrum of 

plants than it does today. Currently we are prone to classify as herbs only those plants 

whose leaves and seeds help to flavor our sauces, soups, and casseroles. The cooks of 

fifteenth- and sixteenth-century England, however, identified as herbs any and all plants 

that served humans in either a medicinal or culinary capacity. All the sub-categories of 

herbs had names that described their uses. Physic herbs were, as the name would 

suggest, those used almost exclusively in medicine. In cookery, a number of categories 

of herbs existed. For example, herbs that served primarily as ingredients in boiled 

pottages, or that were stewed by themselves or with meats, were called “pot-herbs.” 

Plants used in either a boiled, pickled, or green salad were “sallet herbs.” Certain 

pot-herbs, such as carrots and parsnips, were sometimes referred to as “root-herbs.” The 

seasoning herbs were distinguished from one another by words such as “sweet” and 

“savory.” Fruits, nuts, and cereal grains were treated as quite distinct from other herbs. 

The nut grove and cornfield’, were usually located some distance from the herb, or 

kitchen, garden. The orchards were usually an entity unto themselves. Cooks in Tudor 

England, however, made use of all these foodstuffs in their dishes. In some cases the 

herbs used in cookery were the very ones which were used by the apothecary in elixirs, 

distilled waters, and other medications. Cookery normally made use of flower waters, 

aqua vite, and other seemingly non-culinary ingredients. But, for the most part, cooks 

made use of foodstuffs that we, in our day, would not consider unusual. The kitchen 

garden was a place where seasoning herbs, root herbs, sallet herbs, flowers (also used in 

1 The term “corn” was used to describe all cereals, including oats, wheat, barley, and rye. It did not refer 
to the American plant maize until the seventeenth century or later. The term is still used to describe grain 
in general and wheat in particular, just as it was during the sixteenth century. 
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cookery), dye plants, and commonly used physic herbs were grown for use in the 

household. It was divided into separate gardens on some large estates. Regardless of 

where these herbs were grown, however, the cooks made use of them according to 

complex rules and recipes based squarely in the doctrine of humors. 

The cooks of that time were familiar with the specific natures and temperatures of 

the pot-herbs, sallet herbs, and sweet herbs that they used. The herbals, while directed 

primarily toward the physicians of the day, illustrated what the housekeepers and cooks 

already understood -- that each plant had its own attributes of temperature and nature, 

in accordance with the humoral doctrine. In most country households, physic was a skill 

normally associated with the lady of the manor. Such women also had the duty of 

overseeing dinners and planning menus with their cooks. In less privileged homes, it 

was still the wife who served as physician to her family, and lacking the resources to hire 

a cook, she was also expected to prepare meals. Due to lack of space, the kitchen garden 

that served a smaller household was usually combined with the physic garden and 

orchard. The selection of culinary herbs, due to limited space, was probably smaller 

than that for the medicinal herbs. The orchard might be limited to a couple of apple 

trees. But even in this predicament, housekeepers in English towns and villages found 

the space needed to grow the herbs they wanted for their meals. Where there were 

extremely limited lands or financial resources, people simply chose as many herbs as 

could be used in both medicine and cookery. Where there was no arable land, 

flowerpots and windowsills proved themselves to be suitable gardens. Markets were 

good sources for whatever ingredients could not be grown at home. 

Cooks recognized the virtues of kitchen-garden plants. The health manuals, 

herbals, remedy books, and gardening manuals of the day went into particular detail 

concerning nearly every variety of herb grown in English gardens. Of these sources, the 

herbals were the least directly influential. Non-physicians studied these books only on 
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rare occasions. Doctors, surgeons, barbers, apothecaries, and others who practiced the 

medical trade used them primarily as reference sources. When such practitioners 

referred to the pages of the herbals, they read a valuable compilation of the medical 

formule of all the ancient and medieval herbal authorities. For example, William 

Turner, in A new herball (first published in 1551), cites the writings of thirty-six 

authorities.?, The herbals may have been used primarily by physicians, but they were also 

references to which writers of health manuals, agricultural treatises, and cookbooks 

turned whenever questions arose concerning a plant’s suitability for consumption. Their 

accounts were quite thorough -- their advice strongly influenced by what powers the 

philosophers had attributed to each plant. 

The literature of the day discussed nearly all the kitchen-garden herbs. The 

following summary of the virtues attributed to these plant foods is a compilation, for the 

most part, of suggestions from the herbals of William Turner, Anthony Askham, and 

John Gerard. In addition, the discussion incorporates the claims of the dietary writers 

Elyot and Boorde, as well as the horticulturist Thomas Hyll. What follows is by no 

means an exhaustive study, but rather a short, selective summary of the virtues of 

various plants that were grown in the kitchen gardens of the time. 

2 William Turner, A new herbalf (London: Stephen Mierdman, 1551). The 1568 reprint lists the authorities 
Turner cited in his herbal. They were: Democrates, Dioscorides, Theophrastus, Virgilius Maro, Galen, 
Cato, Varro, Columella, Palladius, Pliny, AEtius, Paulus A’gineta, Macer, Mesve, Avicenna, Serapio, 
Rhazes, Simeon, Hermolaus Barbarus, Nicholas Leonicenus, Georgius Collimitius, Antonius Musa, 
Joannes Monardus, Otto von Brunfels, Marcellus Vergilius, Joannes Ruellius, Joannes Agricola, 
Massarius Venetus, Leonard Fuchs, Heironymus Tragus, Conrad Gesner, Lucas Gynus, Andreas 
Matthiolus, Gabriel Gabrielis, Geraldus Delvvicus, and Matthias Curtius. 
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Herbs and Vegetables 

Yeoman farmers of Tudor England made heavy use of beans, peas, and cabbages 

in their diets. Recipes containing these ingredients show that the well-to-do also 

consumed considerable amounts of these foodstuffs. Of course, other herbs were used 

to mollify whatever ill effects they produced. 

All the herbals identified cabbages as cold and dry in the second degree. To 

counter their tendency toward melancholy, they were nearly always stewed in a meat 

broth or gravy, preferably made from an animal flesh that was hot and moist by nature. 

Heating herbs were sometimes used. The cooks of the period, however, preferred to limit 

the ingredients in a cabbage recipe to the cabbages and a broth. An exception to this 

is a recipe from the late sixteenth century in which the ingredients of a forcemeat were 

combined to balance out the ill effects of one another, as well as those of the cabbages 

into which they were stuffed. A mutton kidney (felt to be of a warming nature) was 

finely chopped and blended with the diced volks of six hard boiled eggs (also warming). 

A grated manchet loaf (moistening and heating) was mixed with these ingredients, and 

blended with chopped prunes (cold and moist to the second degree), raisins (hot in the 

first degree and moist in the second), salt (drying), and the spices -- pepper, cloves, and 

mace (all of a hot and drying nature). This mixture was forced into hollowed cabbages, 

which were then tied with linen threads and stewed in a pot of beef broth (warm and 

dry). Taking into account the individual virtues of all of these ingredients, the overall 

nature of this dish was mildly warming and moistening. The consumption of it led, 

logically, to the formation of good and wholesome blood.? 

3. Thomas Dawson, The Good Huswifes lewell (London: Edward White, 1596): II, 9 
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Beans were considered cold and moist in the third degree. Elyot said that they 

tarried too long in the body, engendering gross humors, and causing flatulence. He 

claimed, however, that onions (hot and dry in the fourth degree) helped to mollify these 

effects. Peas were believed to be more easily digested that beans. Therefore, most of 

the recipes for pulse herbs called for dried peas. Like beans, peas were considered to be 

moist and cold in the third degree. Any dish in which they were included needed to be 

reinforced with some ingredient of a warming, drying nature. The dish into which they 

were most commonly incorporated -- pease-porridge -- satisfied this need. 

Pease-porridge was usually made by simmering dried peas in water with onions, pepper, 

and mint (all of which were of a heating and drying nature). The finished result was 

considered mildly warming and nutritive. Onions were not absolutely necessary to 

counter the phlegmatic nature of peas and beans. Hot spices and bread incorporated 

into a recipe helped to ensure a less harmful, more easily digestible food. 

Firste shale (shell) them and seethe them in faire water, then take them out of the water and put them 

into boyling milk, then take the yolks of Egs with crums of bread, and ginger, and straine them 
thorow a strainer with the laid (allayed) milk, then take chopped percely, Saffron and Salt, and serue 
it foorth for Pottage.> 

Ginger, parsley, and saffron were all considered drying and heating. They blended well 

with bread crumbs® to create a neutralizing influence that helped to counteract the 

moisture and cold of the peas or beans. The use of milk in this recipe was unusual. 

Normally, water or broth was used in pease-porridge recipes. The wniter of this recipe, 

and the cooks who followed its instructions, obviously assumed that the animal from 

which the milk came was of a sanguine nature. Use of such milk posed no health risk. 

4 Thomas Elyot, The Castel of Helthe (London: 1541): 28b 

5 A. W., A Book of Cookrye (London: Edward Allde, 1591): 30b 

6 Bread crumbs, when from either rye or wheaten loaves, were considered to be of a heating and moistening 
nature. 
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Other types of pulse included lentils and kidney beans. Lentils were considered cold 

and dry in the second degree’ and, therefore, a potential breeder of melancholy. Very 

few recipes for them exist from the period. Kidney beans, mentioned in the herbals as 

being hot and moist in the second degree, were considered wholesome. Seventeenth- and 

eighteenth-century cookbooks instructed that they should be boiled alone in water, with 

the addition, perhaps, of a little salt. 

Many herbs from the garden were of a warming and drying nature, including leeks, 

dill, and sage. Physicians believed these herbs helped to increase appetite. Thus, many 

of them were used medicinally to aid those recovering from fever. In cookery they were 

used to counter the cooling nature of phlegm-producing foods.® 

Herbs that were classified as hot and moist were believed to aid in digestion. These 

included kidney beans, carrots, parsnips, and skirrets. Because of their nature, they were 

usually cooked without other ingredients. When other foods were blended with them 

into made dishes, however, the goal was still to maintain the sanguine nature of the food. 

A recipe for a forced carrot root called for it to be grated at the narrow end and hollowed 

out at the other end. A pudding was then made from a pig’s liver (warm and moist), 

grated bread (also warm and moist), currants and dates (both considered hot and moist), 

cloves, mace, pepper, and sugar. The stuffed carrots were then stewed slowly in mutton 

broth (warm and dry) seasoned with currants, sweet butter, and verjuice.? 

Those herbs that were classified as cold and dry were responsible for retaining 

humors. Alkanet, broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, coriander, dandelion, endive, lentils, 

plantain, saunders, sorrell, and succory were included in this category. Cooks used all 

7 John Gerard, The Herbail or General History of Plants (London: Adam Islip, 1633): 1049 

8 See the appendix for a chart summarizing the degrees of the various appetite-producing herbs. 

9 A substitute for vinegar, verjuice was pressed from unripe grapes or crabapples. Physicians considered 
it to be of a cooling and drying nature. 
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of these. We have already seen how they incorporated into their recipes herbs of this 

nature. 

Many phlegm-producing herbs were used in medieval and Tudor English cookery. 

Herbs of this nature included, as we have already seen, the common field peas and beans. 

Borage, bugloss, citruls, comfrey, corn salad, cucumbers, langdebeef, lettuce, 

muskmellons, orach, pumpkin, purslane, spinach, rosehips, turnips, and violet leaves 

were also in this category. In addition to producing phlegmatic humors, these herbs 

were diuretic. They were often used medicinally for this express purpose. When cooked 

for a meal, however, they were normally simmered in a broth with herbs or meats of a 

warming and strengthening nature. 

The cucumber was a case in point. In Gerard’s herbal it was referred to as cold 

and moist in the second degree of intensity. Thomas Hyll, in The Arte of Gardening, 

echoed this opinion.’? Hyll wrote that the consumption of cucumbers was harmful to 

those of a phlegmatic or delicate nature. The water or juice of them, however, was 

believed to help those suffering from fevers. Thomas Elyot had stated in the Castel of 

Helthe that, although their flesh engendered phlegm, their seeds helped to digest 

choler."” If used in moderation they were easy to digest. If they were overeaten, 

however, they engendered a cold and thick humor in the veins. Many believed that they 

brought on putrid fevers.” 

The cooks of England possessed an arsenal of ideas on how to transform a 

cucumber into a safe and wholesome food. Pickling helped somewhat. The addition of 

vinegar (cold and dry), sugar, and dill (hot and dry) helped to counter the moisture of 

10 Thomas Hyll, The Arte of Gardening (London: Edward Allde, 1608): 151 ; Gerard, The Herball, p. 762 

! Elyot, Castel of Helthe, pp. 12a, 58b 

12 Ibid, p. 25a 
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the cucumber. Cucumbers were often cooked in a richly spiced meat broth. Like carrots 

and cabbages, they were occasionally forced. 

Take your Cowcumber and cut out all the meat that is within it, then take a Liuer of a Lamb or Pigge, 
and Grapes or Gooceberies, and grated bread, pepper, salt, Cloues and mace, and a little suet, and 

the yolkes of three Egs, and mingle altogither and put in the Cowcumber, and let your broth boile 
or euer you put it in: the broth must be made of Mutton broth, Vinagre, and Butter, strained bread, 

and Salt, and so serue it out.13 

The way in which cooks prepared herbs such as cucumbers, cabbages, beans, and 

peas illustrates very clearly the role humoral theory played in shaping culinary habits 

and practices. Fresh and boiled salads of the time, as well as rich herb and meat 

pottages, are additional examples of the influence that medical theory had on cookery. 

The late fourteenth-century Forme of Cury contains a recipes for an herb pottage called 

“1owtes of flessh:” 

Take borage, cool, langdebef, persel, betes, orage, auance, violet, saueray, and fenkel; and whanne 

pey buth sode, presse hem wel, hakke hem smale; cast hem in gode broth & seeb hem, and serue 
hem forth.!4 

When we take this recipe apart (and determine its total effect from an analysis of its 

individual components) we see the role of humoralism most clearly. 

borage -- cooling and moistening in the first degree. 

cool (cabbage) -- cooling and drying in the second degree. 

langdebeef -- cooling and moistening in the first degree. 

parsley -- heating and drying in the first degree. 

betes (chard) -- neutral. 

orach -- cooling in the first degree; moistening in the second. 

avens -- heating in the second degree; drying in the second. 

violets -- cooling and moistening in the first degree. 

savory -- heating in the second or third degree; drying in the third. 

fennel -- heating and drying in the third degree. 

broth (beef or mutton) -- heating and moistening in the first or second degree. 

13, A. W., A Book of Cookrye, p. 14 

14 Constance Hieatt and Sharon Butler, eds., Curye on Inglysch, p. 99 
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Five of the ingredients in the recipe are of a cooling nature. Four of these are both 

cooling and moistening. But the four herbs of a heating and drying nature, combined 

with the meat broth, successfully counter the phlegmatic tendencies of borage, 

langdebeef, orach, and violets. Even if prepared in a meatless broth (such as would be 

required on fish days), the herbs balance each other sufficiently to make a food that 1s 

both warming and easily digestible. 

In addition to the herbs of the kitchen garden, the cook of medieval and Tudor 

England made considerable use of spices. The domestic spices included mustard and 

English saffron. The more expensive imported spices were used sparingly in all but the 

wealthiest households. From a medical standpoint, spices served in much the same 

capacity as hot herbs -- they warmed and dried the system. They were listed alongside 

the herbs in recipes of the time. Rather than elaborate here on their virtues, however, 

it serves us better to turn to the role of fruits, wines, and vinegars in the recipes of the 

day. 
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Fruit and Fruit Products 

Most recipes of the medieval era included some sort of fruit. The cooks of the 

period, as we have seen, were not averse to cooking fruits with their meat. Almost every 

forced meat or vegetable contained a mixture of herbs, meat, and finely chopped fruit. 

The herbals classified most fruit as cold and moist. There were, however, some that 

did not fit this description. These included several that were of a cold and dry nature 

(barberries, cloudberries, gooseberries, red currants, grapes, medlars, pears, and quinces) 

and some that were of a heating nature (blackberries, citrus fruit, figs, dates, imported 

currants, and raisins). Nuts were of various temperatures. The native walnut was 

considered cold and moist. When roasted or baked, however, it was considered cold and 

dry. Most physicians considered imported almonds to be of a hot and dry nature. The 

products of almonds made up a considerable part of the upper-class medieval diet. The 

Forme of Cury is full of recipes requiring almonds, almond milk, and almond butter. The 

herbs used in conjunction with almonds in these recipes played against the drying effect 

of the almonds -- not the heat they engendered. 

Up to the present, culinary historians have erroneously argued that most of the 

upper class condemned fruits as unhealthy. In truth, the health manual writers warned 

only of the hazards of eating raw fruit of a cold and moist nature. The recipes suggest 

that many took this advice seriously. Recipes for dishes containing uncooked apples, 

strawberries, and other fruits did not appear in England until the eighteenth century. 

The apple was the orchard fruit most commonly eaten. In the Middle Ages it was 

the primary ingredient in a second-course dish called “appulmos.”* Elyot discussed 

15 Hieatt and Butler, eds., Curye on Inglysch, p. 65. 

For to make appulmos. Nym appelyn & seb hem, & lat hem kele, & mak hem pborw a clobe 
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apples at some length in the Castel of Helthe. Those eaten soon after they were gathered 

were likely to corrupt the blood. Those that were kept until the following winter, 

however, were considered wholesome (especially if roasted or baked). Wine was 

suggested as an accompaniment to counter their moist nature.’ 

Cider was one of the more popular beverages among the English poor. Elyot and 

Boorde, however, considered it dangerous to health. Pressed from raw apples, this 

beverage was widely believed to breed phlegmatic humors. Despite these warnings, 

however, vast quantities of it were made. The vinegar that came from old cider was not 

considered the most healthful variety. The juice of grapes, which engendered dry 

humors, was fermented into a more wholesome vinegar. 

Wines were an important component in cookery of the early modern period. 

Physicians had definite opimions about the nature, temperature, and virtues of all the 

different named wines. William Turner’s sixteenth-century treatise on wines summarized 

the medical classification of wines better than any other book of the era. 

New wine, or must, was considered to be choleric. As the wine aged it mellowed, 

and less evil choler was present. It was cooler, but not so cool as would engender 

melancholy. The colors of wine were believed to illustrate the temperature and nature 

of the substance. Turner referred to four colors -- white, reddish-yellow, sanguine, and 

black. White wine was considered good for the stomach, and was preferred over the 

other kinds of wine. The red wines were considered to be close in quality to blood. The 

very dark ones, however, were felt to engender the dark humor melancholy.” 

& on flesch dayes kast bereto god fat broyt of bef & god wyte grees, & sugur & safroun; and god 
almande mylk on fysch dayes, oyle de olyue & gode powdres; & serue it fore. 

16 Elyot, p. 26b 

17 William Turner, A new boke of the natures, and properties of all wines (London: William Seres, 1562) 
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Wines were often spiced, as were ciders, ales, and beer. Such blends were always 

designed for the preservation of health. The reasoning behind them was purely humoral. 

The warming nature of all wines guaranteed for them their place at the table. They were 

treated as digestive aids because they engendered heating humors. 

Recipes were always composed of elements that belonged with one another. Wines, 

verjuice, vinegar, ale, fruits, bread, herbs, and spices all served as ingredients in meat 

forcings, pottages, and other complex dishes. The role of any single ingredient was 

always subjugated, in such dishes, to the the total effect the blend produced. The cook, 

however, never ignored the nature of the individual ingredient. 
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CONCLUSION 

This thesis set out to prove that many of the culinary habits of medieval and Tudor 

England are explained through a careful study of the medical and dietary philosophies 

of the day. I initially set forth to discover the nature of this philosophy as it was 

understood by the English upper class. What I discovered was a fascinating blend of 

astrology and ancient Greek humoral theory. I learned how the dietary regimens of the 

ancient warld were interpreted in printed form in sixteenth--century England, and in the 

final two chapters I] showed how these regimens affected the food choices made by the 

upper class between the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries. The components of 

culinary dishes clearly reflected the influence of contemporary dietary philosophy. It 

was proven that most of the dishes were indeed concocted for the benefit of health. 

Until recently, most of the literature dealing with the question has dismissed the 

hypothesis that medical theory had any significant influence over medieval English food 

habits. The following view is typical: 

Our forbears lived in the blackest depths of ignorance about food values or “balanced meals.” In 
those early days of eating, drinking and being very merry, the housewife served many a tasty dish 
made from a recipe in her precious still-room book in which her mother, her grandmother and her 
“great-greats” had painstakingly written their choicest “rules.” Some of the ingredients also appeared 
in that same little volume in cures for the head, for the heart, for weak appetite, for dejected spirits. 
We have no way of knowing how closely the housewife compared the culinary and medicinal 
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ingredients, but certain it is that more by good luck than by good management did she often serve a 
dish containing an “herbe most mect.”! 

We should wonder whether the author of this statement had any understanding of 

humoral theory. What such statements illustrate is that, until only recently, many of 

those who have delved into the history of diet have failed to recognize the interplay 

between diet and medicine. Rosetta Clarkson wrote many interesting books on the 

history of gardening. Indeed, herbs and herbalism were favorite hobbies for her. This 

is illustrated in the way she wrote about plants -- as if they were her own children. She 

provided, on the whole, an excellent account of the botanical history of the English 

Renaissance. The above statement shows, however, that she was unable to divorce 

herself from a prevailing twentieth-century bias. 

Medical theory was not the only determining factor governing dietary habits and 

recipe design in medieval England. The rules set down in Church doctrine, as well as the 

seasonality of foods, also influenced the food choices people made. Other historians 

have more than adequately interpreted those aspects of English culinary history, but 

most of them have failed to recognize the influence of humoral philosophy on the 

composition of recipes and menus during the period. Only recently have culinary 

historians begun to see a pattern in the construction of recipes. This study will hopefully 

encourage more writers to view the recipes as medical formule rather than mere cultural 

artifacts. 

Cooks of the medieval and Tudor eras understood many things about food, such 

as texture and taste. Because taste is generally a conditioned response, many of the 

herbs and spices used depended upon the individual’s personal likes and dislikes. The 

recipes of the period show, however, that medical theories were incorporated into their 

! Rosetta E. Clarkson, The Golden Age of Herbs and Herbalists ed. Gertrude B. Foster (New York: 
Dover, 1972): 180-181. [reprint of Green Enchantment: The Magic Spell of Gardens (New York: 
Macmillan, 1940]. 
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design, regardless of which herbs were used. The cook was indeed a physician, and the 

meals prepared were certainly designed with health in mind. 
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Appendix A. Herbs believed to promote appetite 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        

Name Temp. Nature 

Angelica Hot-3° Dry-3° 
Anise Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Avens Hot-2° Dry-3° 

Balm, Lemon Hot-2° Dry-2° 

Bay Laurel Hot-4° Dry-4 

Betony Hot-2° Dry-2° 

Burnet Hot-2° Dry-2° 

Capers Hot-1° Dry-1° 

Caraway Hot-3° Dry-3° 
Catmint Hot-2° Dry-2° 

Cayenne Hot-4° Dry-4° 

Chamomile Hot-1° Dry-1° 

Chervil Hot-1° Dry-1° 

Chives Hot-1° Dry-1° 

Clary Sage Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Cress, Garden Hot-4° Dry-4° 

Cress, Water Hot-1° Dry-1° 

Cumin Hot-3° Dry-3°   
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Name Temp. Nature 

Dill Hot-2° Dry-2° 

Fennel Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Fenugreek Hot-4° Dry-4° 

Galingale Hot-2° Dry-2° 

Garlic Hot-4° Dry-4 

Horseradish Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Hyssop Hot-2° Dry-2° 

Juniper Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Lavender Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Leeks Hat-3° Dry-3° 

Lovage Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Marigold Hot-1° Dry-1° 

Marjoram Hot-2° Dry-2° 

Mint Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Onions Hot-4° Dry-4° 

Oregano Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Parsley Hot-1° Dry-1° 

Pennyroyal Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Radish Hot-3° Dry-2° 

Rocket Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Rosemary Hot-2° Dry-2° 

Rue Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Saffron Hot-2° Drv-1° 

Sage Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Savory, Summer Hot-2° Dry-3° 

Savory, Winter Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Tansy Hot-2° Dry-3° 

Tarragon Hot-3° Dry-3° 

Thyme Hot-3° Dry-3°       
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Appendix B. Herbs believed to aid in digestion 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Name Temp. Nature 

Basil Hot-2° Moist-4° 

Beans, Kidney Hot-2° Moist-2° 

Carrots Hot-2° Moist-2° 

Figs Hot-1° Moist-1° 

Licorice Hot-1° Moist-1° 

Olives Hot-1° Moist-1° 

Parsnips Hot-2° Moist-1° 

Rye Hot-2° Moist-2° 

Skirrets Hot-2° Moist-2° 

Wheat Hot-1° Moist-1°         
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dark humors 

Appendix C. Herbs believed to cause retention of 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Name Temp. Nature 

Alkanet Cold-1° Dry-1° 

Barley Cold-1° Dry-I° 

Broccoli Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Cauliflower Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Chestnut Cold-1° Dry-3° 

Cloudberry Cold-3° Dry-3° 

Coleworts Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Coriander Cold-4° Dry-4° 

Dandelion Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Endive Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Gooseberries Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Grapes Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Lentils Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Medlars Cold-4° Dry-4° 

Oats Cold-1° Dry-1° 

Pears Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Plantain, Land Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Plantain, Sea Cold-3° Dry-3°       
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Name Temp. Nature 

Plantain, Water Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Quince Cold-2° Drvy-2° 

Saunders Cold-3° Dry-2° 

Sorrell Cold-2° Dry-2° 

Succory Cold-2° Dry-2°   
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Appendix D. Herbs believed to promote expulsion of 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

superfluities 

Name Temp. Nature 

Apples Cold-1° Moist-1° 

Apricots Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Beans Cold-3° Moist-3° 

Borage Cold-1° Moist-1° 

Bugloss Cold-1° Moist-1° 

Cherries Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Citron Melon Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Comfrey Cold-1° Moist-1° 

Corn Salad Cold-1° Moist-1° 

Crabapples Cold-1° Moist-1° 

Cucumber Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Langdebeef Cold-1° Moist-1° 

Lettuce | Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Mushrooms Cold-4° Moist-4° 

Muskmelons Cold-3° Moist-3° 

Orach Cold-1° Moist-2° 

Peaches Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Peas Cold-3° Moist-3°         
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Name Temp. Nature 

Plums Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Pomegranate Cold-1° Moist-1° 

Pumpkin Cold-3° Moist-3° 

Purslane Cold-3° Motst-2° 

Rose Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Spinach Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Strawberries Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Tomatoes Cold-4° Moist-4° 

Turnips Cold-2° Moist-2° 

Violets Cold-1° Moist-1° 

Walnuts Cold-1° Moist-1°       
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Appendix E. Selected Glossary 

ague -- an acute or violent fever, especially a malarial fever marked by successive fits, 
and consisting of cold, hot, and sweating stages. 

alkanet -- (Anchusa officinalis) an herb of the order Boraginacee that was used primarily 
as a source of red dye, but was also incorporated into both medicine and cookery. 

angelica -- (Archangelica officinalis) an aromatic umbelliferous herb found wild in Britain 
(and cultivated there since 1568). It was used in both medicine and cookery, and 
in a confection (candied angelica). 

aqua-vite -- ardent spirits such as brandy or whisky. 

avens -- (Geum urbanum) herb used medicinally as well as to give a clove-like flavor to 
ale and made-dishes. 

beet -- the leaves of the white chard 

betony -- (Stachys betonica) herb of the Labiate order, having spiked purple flowers. 

bittern -- (Botaurus stellaris) bird closely related to the heron, but smaller. 

bugloss -- a name applied to several herbs closely related to borage. 

caper -- the pickled buds of the shrub Capparis spinosa. 

capon -- a castrated cockerel. 

chervil -- (Anthriscus cerefolium) garden pot-herb, tthe leaves of which were employed 
as a flavoring for soups, stews, and salads. 
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citrul -- (Cucumis citrullus) type of melon much akin to the modern watermelon. 

cloudberry -- large well-flavored orange-colored berry from the shrub Rubus 
chamemorus. 

colewort -- any member of the cabbage or ‘brassica’ genus of pot-herbs. 

cony (coney) -- term formerly used for adult rabbits, but now mostly obsolete. The word 
is still used by hunters and cooks to distinguish the adults from the young (which 
are called rabbits). 

corn -- any type of grain. 

corn salad -- small succulent herb (Valerianella olitoria) found wild in corn fields and 
cultivated as an early salad crop. 

cubeb -- the berry of a climbing shrub (Piper cubeba), resembling a grain of pepper, and 
used for its pungent, spicy flavor in cookery. 

curlew -- a grallatorial wading bird (Numenius arquatus) noted for its long slender curved 
bill. 

cygnet -- a young swan. 

diuretic -- provoking urine. 

galingale -- the aromatic root of certain East Indian plants of the genera Alpinia used in 
medicine and cookery. In England, the indigenous plant ‘sedge’ (Cyperus longus) 
was often used instead. 

gallimaufry -- dish made by hashing up odds and ends of food; a hodge-podge, a ragout. 

hare -- rodent of the genus Lepus having longer ears and hind legs than the common 
cony. 

issue -- the entrails of a butchered animal. 

langdebeef -- herb closely related to borage and bugloss. 

lapwing -- well-known bird of the plover family, often referred to as a pewit. 

lights -- the lungs of an animal. 

ling -- long slender fish (Molva vulgaris) found in northern waters, and either salted or 
made into stockfish. 

made-dish -- a dish composed of several different ingredients. 

manchet -- a small loaf or roll made of the finest flour available. 
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marigold -- (Calendula officinalis) the flowers were commonly used in conserves, as a 
flavoring in soups, or as a yellow food-coloring. 

mast -- a collective name for the fruit of the beech, oak, chestnut, and other forest trees. 

medlar -- the fruit of the medlar tree (Mespilus germanica), resembling a small, 
brown-skinned apple, and eaten when decayed to a soft pulpy state. 

neat -- a very young calf. 

olio -- any dish containing a great variety of ingredients. 

orach -- (Atriplex hortensis) herb of the spinach family, used in many of the same ways 
as spinach and sorrell. 

pettitoe -- the foot of a young pig, sheep, or calf. 

physic -- medicine. 

pig -- a very young hog or swine. 

plover -- common name of several wading birds of the family Charadrii&aedid., used as 
food. 

pottage -- a watery soup. 

repletion -- the action of eating or drinking to excess. 

restorative -- capable of restoring or renewing health. 

rocket -- (Eruca sativa) commonly used sallet herb having an acrid taste. 

saunders -- sandalwood. 

skirret -- root vegetable (Sium sisarum) related to the water parsnip. 

souse -- various parts of a pig or other animal, especially the feet and ears, prepared or 
preserved for food by means of pickling. 

stockfish -- dried cod or ling. 

succory -- herb closely related to chickory. 

tripe -- the stomach of an animal, used as food 

wether -- a castrated ram. 
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